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러시 코리아 출판사의 Express Yourself가 출간된 후 많은 선생님들과 영어 학
도들이 보내주신 놀라운 성원에 감사드립니다. 이에 러시 코리아 편집진들은 좀 더
완벽한 교재를 만들기 위해 많은 노력을 기울여 왔습니다. 그 결과 이번 부끄럽지
않은 새로운 개정판 Express Yourself (1) / Express Yourself (2)를 선보
이제 되었습니다. 새로운 개정판에도 영어 선생님들과 학도들의 많은 관심과 사랑
을 기대합니다.

새로운 개정판의 특징은 다음과 같습니다.

1. Part(1) 부분에서는 기존의 토픽을 완전히 재구성했으며 또한 새로운 토픽을 더하여
각 권 25개씩 연설했습니다.
2. 본문에 대한 Comprehension을 더했으며, 또한 Express Yourself에서는 다양한
실제 토론 포인트를 제공하였습니다.
3. 선생님들과 학습자들을 위해 총 2만 개의 Diversity Opinion Samples을 제공하였습니다.
4. 각 단원 끝에는 Useful Expressions을 두어 학생들이 각 단원의 토론 포인트와
연관 있는 표현을 배우도록 하고 또한 그것에 관해 토론을 할 수 있도록 했습니다.
5. 각 교재 Part (2)에서는 Part (1)에서 토론한 것을 생각한 Dialogue로 재구성하여
실제 학습자들로 하여금 구체적인 영어의 영어와 토론 방법을 보여주도록 했습니다. 또한
다양한 질문들을 두어 토론도 할 수 있도록 했습니다.
6. 어려운 단어나 구문에 대해 각주에 상세한 설명을 하여 독자 여러분들의 이해를 돕
고자 했습니다.

이제 저희 러시 코리아 편집진의 노력이 산물인 새로워진 개정판 Express
Yourself (1) / Express Yourself (2)와 함께 독자 여러분의 영어학습에 새로
은 발전을 기대합니다.

이책이 나오기까지 집필에 저희주하신 러시코리아 편집진들, 그리고 집필과 책임 감
수까지 해주신 Duane Vories씨에게 많은 감사를 드립니다. 또한 이 책의 공부
한과 이타심을 위해 옷긴 그림을 그려주신 박희정씨, 그리고 마지막까지 완벽한
교정을 위해 저희주신 이영하시 에게도 감사를 드립니다.
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Appendix (Openers for Your Discussion!) 162
People have different attitudes toward living. Some seek self-oriented happiness, without any consideration for others. To them, “happiness” means wielding political or economic power over others. But most of these people turn out to be disappointed in their pursuit of happiness: since man's desire is endless, nothing can fully satisfy their needs.

Other people believe that the first step to attaining happiness is to restrict personal desire. Priests, monks, and nuns are the most common representatives of this group. By refraining from worldly passion, they think they are happy because they live their lives in accordance with religious commands. But, can anyone without personal autonomy be genuinely happy?

A third group consists of very ordinary people. They have no great wealth or political authority. While they may have religious beliefs, they do not turn their back on the world. But they treasure their families, they value the little things of everyday life. They are happy if they have three meals a day, a car, a home, a vacation, enough money to educate their children....

Which group of people is the happiest? Who knows? If you think you are happy, then you are. Happiness is the result of how you think about the world and your place in it.
Comprehension
1. According to the essay, how many groups of life styles are there?
2. What does the expression "to turn one's back on the world" mean?
3. What is the definition of happiness?

Express Yourself
1. What types of social activities do you engage in?
2. What would you think about becoming a priest, monk, or nun?
3. What religion do you have?
4. How do you spend your free time? Do you prefer spending it alone or with friends?
5. Do you think the quality of your life is improving or getting worse?
6. What musical instruments can you play?
7. Do you enjoy singing?
8. Have you ever done any volunteer work?
9. Are you usually on time for appointments?
10. How do you relieve your stress?
11. Are you forgetful? If so, how do you cope with it?
12. Do you think you are happy? Why or why not?

- relieve: lessen or reduce (pain or anxiety, for example); ease
- forgetful: often forgetting things
- cope with: deal well with (sb) or (sth)
Opinion Samples

1. The quality of my life is worsening. I agree that material wealth grows as the economy expands. But I don't think money is everything in terms of a quality life. What are the really decisive factors? I think quality depends upon environmental concern, stress, crime rates, education, etc. Economic wealth comes after these. We all know our environment is becoming dirtier and crimes are on the rise. Everybody suffers from stress, caused by a variety of sources, which shortens the life expectancy of our generation. Even material comfort might be a source of stress. The quality of life can't be measured by material wealth.

2. Traditional sex roles used to be clear-cut in our society. Men did not try to understand women's work, and vice versa. For example, men did not pitch in to help with domestic chores, and women were not allowed to interfere in male jobs. This division was probably an obstacle to mutual understanding. But now society is changing rapidly. Many women are making money outside the home, while more men seem ready to help with cooking, cleaning the house, washing the dishes, taking care of the children, and so forth. This not only helps men and women understand each other better, but also helps ease the problems between spouses.

---

_life expectancy_: the length of time that a person or animal is expected to live
_clear-cut_: not vague or confused; obvious
_vice versa_: the same but in the opposite order
_pitch in_: join forces with others; help or cooperate
Useful Expressions

These expressions are related to the topics discussed in this chapter. It will be good speaking practice to let students explain what these sentences mean in their own English.

1. The world is full of people making a good living but poor lives.
   →

2. Death is not a period, but a comma, in the story of life.
   →

3. Believe that life is worth living, and your belief will help create the fact.
   →

4. It has been said that life is a game— but how can we play it if we don’t know where the goalposts are?
   →

5. Some people treat life like a slot machine— putting in as little as possible while hoping for the jackpot.
   →

6. A long life is a gift of God; a full and fruitful life is your own doing.
   →

7. After all, life is really simple; we ourselves create the circumstances that complicate it.
   →

8. The tragedy of life is what dies inside a man while he lives.
   →

9. People who are afraid of death are usually afraid of life.
   →

10. We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.
    →

*jackpot*: an outstanding reward or success
In modern societies, cars have become indispensable for most people. They are needed for commuting to work, for shopping, and for leisure purposes. However, this widespread use also poses many traffic-related problems. For example, since the roads are congested most of the day, the meaning of “rush hour” is fast disappearing. A lot of drivers complain that the police are more interested in “collecting money” from law-breaking commuters than in facilitating the traffic flow. In addition, as more and more “demand pressure” is put on gasoline supplies, and as more taxes are added by the government to regulate usage, prices are rising dramatically.

Worldwide, the automobile is probably the number-one contributor to air pollution, and policies designed to protect the environment are expensive. So far, mass transportation systems such as subways and buses—and electric or other alternatives to internal combustion engines—have proved inadequate for solving the needs of conveniently moving large numbers of people from place to place.

- **congested**: too full or crowded because of too many people or vehicles
- **rush hour**: a period of heavy traffic
- **commuter**: a person who travels regularly between a home in one community and work or school in another
- **alternatives**: choices, more possibilities from which to choose
- **internal combustion engines**: engines which produce energy by burning fuel within themselves
Comprehension

1. What does “rush hour” mean and why is the expression becoming meaningless?
2. Explain “demand pressure.”
3. Why haven’t the problems associated with automobile usage been corrected?

Express Yourself

1. If you were late for an appointment, would you violate the traffic rules?
2. What traffic rules do you often break?
3. If you were stopped by a police officer for a traffic violation, what would you do?
4. Have you ever tried to bribe a police officer?
5. How do you feel when you get a ticket?
6. If you knew you were only going to be someplace for 10 minutes, would you pay for half an hour of parking or just park illegally?
7. When do you take the subway?
8. When do you take a taxi?
9. When do you take a bus?
Opinion Samples

1. Yesterday I got my first traffic ticket. I was so angry that I drove away recklessly. Even though I knew this was dangerous behavior, I couldn’t help myself. But after nearly causing an accident, I stopped my car, drank a coffee, and relaxed for a few minutes. I realized that my bad driving was the reason I had received the ticket in the first place, and this helped calm me down. Then I was able to drive the way I know I should.

2. When I go downtown I never drive. For one thing, it is very dangerous. The roads are crowded with cars all the time, and an accident or some road construction can cause me to be delayed an hour or more. So driving never guarantees on-time arrival for appointments. And gas and parking are both expensive. On the other hand, the subway is safe, cheap, and timely.

- traffic ticket: a notice given to a driver for a traffic violation
- reckless: lacking care or caution; careless
Useful Expressions

1. Fewer accidents are caused by traffic jams than by pickled drivers.
2. Traffic tickets are like wives. No one complains about them until he gets one of his own.
3. The way traffic is today, it’s easier to star on Broadway than it is to cross it.
4. Fast transportation has made us all neighbors—but, unfortunately, not brothers.
5. People seem to have thought up every solution to the traffic problem except staying at home.
6. Doctors tell us that people are living too fast. Traffic statistics show they are dying the same way.
7. A traffic light is a device for trapping you in the middle of the intersection.

* traffic jam: a long line of vehicles on a road that cannot move, or that can only move very slowly
* pickled: intoxicated; drunk
* star: play the leading role in a theatrical or film production
Eating is supposed to be one of the most pleasant things in life. Sometimes we are not sure if we eat to live or live to eat. However, these days, many people are being deprived of regular meals. Some folks claim they are too busy to take the time, or they skip a meal because they are dieting. The meal that is most often missed is breakfast, so the eater or fixer can stay in bed longer, even though health experts usually insist this is the most important meal of all. In some cases, this phenomenon is because wives are working outside the home, in others because husbands do not insist on breakfast. More convenient Western ideas about breakfast are becoming popular: eggs, toast, cereal, coffee.

Later in the day, lunches are also becoming more problematic, especially for salaried workers. The variety and quality of food seem to be declining, even as the restaurants themselves become more crowded and expensive. After work, it is usually an informal requirement to join co-workers in a meal and drinks, so a family meal at home is out of the question for a lot of male workers.

- deprive (sb) of (sth): take something from someone, especially something they need or want
- skip: not do something that you usually do or that you should do
- fix: make (sth) ready; prepare
- out of the question: not possible
Comprehension

1. Which meal is considered the easiest to skip?
2. How many reasons are given for not eating?
3. What does a Western breakfast consist of?

Express Yourself

1. Do you usually have breakfast?
2. Who prepares breakfast in your family?
3. What do you think about having a modest Western-style breakfast?
4. What do you usually eat for lunch?
5. What do you most look for in a lunch outside the home?
6. What do you think about carrying a lunch box to work?
7. What is your favorite dessert?
8. Do you usually volunteer to pay for your fellow workers’ lunches?
9. What do you think about Dutch treat?
10. Do you think it’s a good idea to take a nap after lunch?
11. Do you think one hour is enough time for lunch?
12. What is your favorite food?
13. Do you like Western food? If so, which?
14. Do you drink coffee after a meal?
15. How many cups of coffee do you drink a day?
16. Do you try to maintain a balanced diet?
17. Do you usually buy fruit in a department store, or in the market?
18. Are you worried about pesticides when you eat fruit?
19. Do you peel your apples?

* Dutch treat: an occasion when people share the cost of something such as a meal in a restaurant
* Pesticide: a chemical used to kill harmful insects
Opinion Samples

1. For too long we have thought that common courtesy demands that one person pay for everyone's meals. Oftentimes this leads to an embarrassing struggle over who will pay. Of course, each person is expected to take turns, but the order is not always clear and this may lead to resentment by the others. Meal costs are also constantly rising, so paying for multiple meals at one time is often inconvenient. We could save ourselves a lot of trouble if we would agree to go Dutch—each pays for his own meal.

2. I'm very concerned about getting poisoned by what I eat. I can never be sure if any fruit is pesticide-free, even after I wash it. So I try to peel it before I eat it. As a result, I shy away from some of my favorite foods, like strawberries. My health is more important than my palate.

- take turns: succeed one another in order
- resentment: a feeling of displeasure or anger because of an insult or other wrong
- shy away from: drawback; hesitate to do
- palate: the sense of taste
Useful Expressions

1. Don't argue at the dinner table. The one who is not hungry always wins the argument.

2. Children who are reared in homes of poverty have only two mealtime choices—take it or leave it.

3. Exercise doesn't make you nearly as hungry as thinking does—especially thinking about food.

4. The best exercise is to exercise discretion at the dinner table.

5. More and more food is coming canned or prepackaged—including food for thought.

6. There is a new diet that will reduce weight like nothing else. It's called the high price of food.

7. Most kids think a balanced diet is a hamburger in each hand.

8. Eating plenty of onions and garlic will help you live longer, claim dietary authorities—but you will die very lonely.

9. Table manners must have been invented by people who were never hungry.

10. Many people seem to be allergic to food for thought.

- *take it or leave it*: accept or refuse (sth) without changes or conditions
- *discretion*: caution or self-control in one's speech or behavior
It is commonly believed that everybody should get at least eight hours of sleep a day. But a lot of people try to get by on less, thinking that sleeping is just a waste of their time. Even some experts claim that it is the quality of sleep that counts rather than the quantity, and that we could live healthy lives with only three or four hours of good sleep. To them, “good sleep” is characterized by REM (Rapid-Eye Movement). It is during this phase of sleep that we dream.

Dreams and their interpretation are other interesting phenomena associated with sleeping. Throughout history, seers have tried to use them as a guide to the future. Today, psychologists are apt to see them as the acting out of the anxieties and fantasies we cannot express during our waking hours. For Sigmund Freud, they were symbolic expressions of our sexual desires.

- **seer**: a person who can foresee or foretell events
- **acting out**: performing, behaving as though in a real situation but not actually doing the action
Comprehension

1. How many hours of sleep do we need every day?
2. When do we dream?
3. What purposes do dreams serve in human culture?

Express Yourself

1. How many hours do you sleep?
2. Do you feel okay with three or four hours' sleep?
3. If your spouse were snoring, what would you do?
4. Do you need an alarm clock to get up in the morning?
5. Do you like to sleep in a bed or on the floor?
6. Do you think your dreams have anything significant to tell you?
7. How often, and when, do you dream?
8. Do you try to interpret what your dreams mean?
9. Do you believe that you would be lucky if you saw a pig in your dreams? If so, would you buy a lottery ticket?
10. Do you enjoy a nap during the day time?
11. Do you think sleep helps relieve your stress?
12. Do you think it's okay to work at night?

*nap: a brief sleep, usually during the day*
Opinion Samples

1. Whenever I have a dream I try to interpret it in a Freudian manner. Most of my dreams relate to my everyday life, so understanding them helps me know more about myself. Since Freud was a pioneering genius in the field of psychology, any interpretation based on his ideas must be accurate.

2. Three or four hours’ sleep! Doing that might save time, but I don’t think most people could operate very effectively that way. I have tried to get by with less sleep, many times, but I always felt tired and irritable, and would have to take a nap at work just to get me through the day. So now I make it a rule to get at least six hours of sleep, no matter what, and most nights I get seven or eight. So these days I feel refreshed and energetic, and I get a lot more done.

---

*in a Freudian manner*: by Sigmund Freud’s doctrines
*pioneering*: being the earliest in a field or study, activity, etc.
*make it a rule*: always try
Useful Expressions

1. When the alarm clock rings, the best part of the day is over.

2. If you want your dream to come true, don’t oversleep.

3. Do you realize how many mistakes you’d make if you didn’t sleep away a third of your day?

4. The best bridge between despair and hope is a good night’s sleep.

5. If you sleep in a chair you have nothing to lose, but a nap at the wheel is often a permanent snooze.¹

6. Most of us spend a lifetime going to sleep when we’re not sleepy, and getting up when we are.

7. If you want your wife to listen to what you say, talk in your sleep.

8. A real surprise is when the college boy comes home and discovers people sleep at night rather than in the daytime.

9. It’s extremely difficult for a babysitter to wake up five or ten minutes before the parents return home.

10. Boasting and sleeping are the forerunners² of failure.

¹snooze: a light nap
²forerunner: a person or thing that comes or goes before, as in time
As people make more money, often they think that now is the time to enjoy themselves more. Leisure becomes more important in their lives. As their psychological horizons expand beyond just earning an income, they also want to find out more about the world. So they want to travel. One problem, however, is that they don't really know where they want to go or what they want to do when they get there. So they blindly go somewhere, just because they think it is fashionable to do so. Often they take some package tour that offers them "10 countries in 7 days." That way, they collect a lot of stamps in their passports and a lot of predictable photographs, but they don't have much fun or relaxation, and they don't really know very much about where they've been. A much better approach would be to decide where they really want to go, and why, and then plan far enough in advance in order to accomplish those goals. That way the vacation is both more enjoyable and more affordable.

- **psychological horizons**: limits of consciousness or attitude
- **blindly**: without guidance or relevant information
- **package**: a plan or an offer made up of several items, each of which must be accepted
- **affordable**: not expensive
Comprehension

1. Why has travel become more popular?
2. What mistake do people sometimes make?
3. What should they do to make the most of their vacations?

Express Yourself

1. How much paid vacation do you get each year?
2. Where do you most want to go?
3. In the summer, which place do you prefer—the mountains or the sea?
4. What do you think about visiting the seaside in winter?
5. Which do you think is the best season for a vacation?
6. For your vacation trip, will you drive or use public transportation such as trains or buses?
7. Would you say “yes” if your boss asked you to sacrifice your vacation? “Work comes first,” doesn’t it?
8. Name the countries you want to visit.
9. Describe your ideal vacation.
10. Are you willing to lose vacation time for better pay?
11. Describe your usual weekend.

*make the most of: use to greatest advantage*
Opinion Samples

1. It seems to me that most people I know only think about taking a vacation in the summer. But that's a terrible season, since everyone else is rushing to all the same spots at the same time. So instead of a relaxing vacation, they spend their time stuck in traffic or on an overcrowded beach; service is stretched to the limit, and prices are inflated. So they go back home more tired than when they began, glad their time in hell is over and looking forward to going back to work! So I take my sabbatical in the winter. Even the seashore is very pleasant then, although it is too cold to swim or get a tan, because it is very quiet. I can calmly reflect on my life, take my time doing what I really enjoy, and charge my batteries back up. So when I return to my job I'm able to work more effectively.

2. The ideal vacation for me is to make a trip alone. I think vacations should be a chance to reflect on myself and think about what I am doing and what I should do with my life. Only traveling alone makes this possible.

-service is stretched to the limit: the ability to provide accommodations has reached its maximum capacity
-sabbatical: a year of release from normal teaching duties granted to a professor for research; a period of leave from one's work
-charge one's batteries back up: rest or relax in order to get back his or her energy
Useful Expressions

1. My vacations are easy to plan—my boss tells me when, and my wife tells me where.

2. Most people could live within their incomes if they were as economical all year round as they are right after their vacations.

3. Nothing makes time pass faster than vacations and short-term loans.

4. Vacation is a system whereby people who are merely tired become exhausted.

5. Vacations are a little like love affairs—anticipated with relish, experienced with inconvenience, and remembered with nostalgia.

6. Summer vacations get kids tanned, mothers in the pink, and fathers in the red.

7. Don't tell the tired-looking person he needs a vacation—the chances are he just had one.

8. One of the most common disruptions of marital bliss is the choice of where to spend a vacation. What this country needs is an ocean in the mountains.

9. You are getting old when you're on vacation and your energy runs out before your money does.

10. A vacation makes you feel good enough to return to work—and so poor you have to.

---

relish: great enjoyment; pleasure; zest
nostalgia: a desire for the past; homesickness
in the pink: feeling fit
in the red: in debt
Special Days

Which day is the most important to you each year? Is it your birthday? Perhaps the birthday of someone you love? Or an anniversary? Many people have their own special days and want to celebrate them in some distinctive way. The celebration may be a special meal or dining out, or a gift, perhaps a trip. Maybe even a greeting card is enough to mark the occasion. But the point is that the day symbolizes some important event, and that its importance is recognized by other significant people as well.

Traditional holidays are also important, but they have a group significance instead of a personal meaning. Usually some religious or national figure is commemorated. These occasions may be marked by community celebrations, or especially by family get-togethers. As families become more fragmented and scattered, these holidays may be ever-more important, since they provide a chance for people to share their lives with each other again.

*commemorate* : honor the memory of a person, group, or event
*fragment* : break or become broken into small parts
Comprehension

1. Does the celebration of special occasions always have to be expensive?
2. How many ways to celebrate them are mentioned? What are they?
3. Do public holidays have the same purpose as private ones?

Express Yourself

1. How do you celebrate New Year's Day?
2. Did you make any New Year's resolutions this year? What were they? Were you able to keep them?
3. How do you celebrate your birthday?
4. How do you celebrate your wedding anniversary?
5. What do you think would be the perfect gift for a wedding anniversary?
6. What do you want to do for your next birthday?
7. What do you like to receive on your special day?
8. Do you think cash is an appropriate gift?
9. Do you think it's okay to throw a luxurious party in an expensive restaurant for your child's birthday?
10. What do you usually prepare for your child's birthday?
11. How do you celebrate your parents' birthdays? And what do you prepare for their gifts?
12. What if your spouse forgot your birthday or wedding anniversary?

*New Year's resolution*: a promise made on January 1st, usually for self-improvement
*anniversary*: the yearly return of the date on which an earlier event happened
Opinion Samples

1. I’ve decided to take a week off and travel for my next birthday. I want to free myself from my nine-to-five job, my friends and my relatives in order to spend some time to discover myself. I have a good job with an adequate income, I have an active social life. But is that my purpose on earth? Am I being too selfish? So I want to get away by myself and relax and think about my future. But I wonder if I have the courage actually to change my life.

2. These days a lot of parents throw a party in an expensive restaurant for their children’s birthdays. They do this to show off their wealth, and because they’re too lazy to prepare food and drinks at home. This might send the wrong signal to their children, who would naturally enough think that celebrating a special day requires money, and who might be disappointed if their birthday party is not more luxurious than their friends’. This is the worst thing parents can do in raising their children.

- **purpose on earth**: ultimate meaning in life
- **throw a party**: give a party
- **raise**: take care of; bring up
Useful Expressions

1. A woman bakes a child's birthday cake big enough to hold all the candles—and her own small enough not to.

2. The best way to remember your wife's birthday is to forget it once!

3. When a man has a birthday he may take a day off. When a woman has a birthday she may take as much as five years off.

4. A diplomatic husband said to his wife, “How do you expect me to remember your birthday when you never look any older?”

5. It's what guests say after they leave the party that counts.

6. The success of a big party is usually measured by the money that is wasted.

*a day off: a holiday
*count: have importance or value
How many friends do you have? Which do you think is better, having many friends or just a few very close ones? Do you think your friends would stay with you if you were in trouble? You know people say, “A friend can’t be known in prosperity.” A lot of those who say this claim that their conclusion is based on personal experience of losing a supposed friend when they were in a difficult situation. If so, it seems friendship is more a matter of social convenience than character or shared interest. However, others can point to unexpected support during a serious crisis from someone whom they did not expect to be a good friend. So I guess the question of friendship can cut both ways: in some cases it is mere lip service and in others it is genuine commitment.
Comprehension

1. Why do you suppose "a friend can't be known in prosperity"?
2. Who is most likely to say that?
3. Are any counter-examples given? If so, what?

Express Yourself

1. Why do people need to make friends?
2. Is it okay for your spouse to have friends of the opposite sex?
3. How did you meet your best friend?
4. What usually causes trouble between friends?
5. What is the most important thing in maintaining a harmonious friendship?
6. Do you believe the saying, "Out of sight, out of mind"?
7. What's the difference between having male and female friends?
8. What's the difference between the friends you made in elementary, middle and high school, and college?
9. Do you tell your friends everything about your private life?

-counter-: a prefix that means "contrary" or "opposite"
Opinion Samples

1. Friendship often turns sour because of money problems. People think it's okay to lend money to a friend, but when they try to get the money back they become estranged. My point is this: "Lend money to your friend if you want to lose them both."

2. As in marriage, understanding is the most important thing in friendship. Having a friend means that you may often be angry, hurt, even disappointed by your friend. Whenever you are in such a situation, you must be "ready" to understand your friend, however. If not, the friendship will break up sooner than later. Without understanding, you can't overcome the ups and downs of any relationship.

- turn sour: become estranged, unfriendly or unpleasant
- ups and downs: periods of good and bad luck or spirits
Useful Expressions

1. Warm friends often freeze up* at the mention of cash.

2. A friend that isn’t in need is a friend indeed.

3. The best recipe for making friends is to be one yourself.

4. Having money and friends is easy. Having friends and no money is an accomplishment.

5. Time separates the best of friends, but so does money—and marriage.

6. A good friend is one who can tell you all his problems—but doesn’t.

7. The more arguments you win, the fewer friends you’ll have.

8. Friendship is like money—easier made than kept.

9. Blessed are our enemies, for they tell us the truth when our friends flatter us.

10. You can win more friends with your ears than with your mouth.

*freeze up: unable to move, function, or perform because of nervousness
One of the main reasons people have hobbies is to kill time. Many of the great developments in science and technology have given us all a lot of time beyond that which we fill with necessary activity. But few of us use that extra time creatively, so we get bored. So we need a hobby to make the time pass enjoyably: we collect stamps or learn how to cook or just listen to our CDs.

One of the problems, though, is with having expensive hobbies. Usually they are intended to show off our wealth or our being up-to-date with some supposed trend, rather than supporting any genuine interest. Too often, we can't really afford it; but even if we can, we just feed our general discontent because we are spending a lot of money but not relieving our boredom.

-up-to-date: based on the latest information, changes, improvements, or styles
-feed: nourish
Comprehension

1. What are two reasons given for having a hobby?
2. Why are hobbies necessary in the modern world?
3. What is wrong with having expensive hobbies?

Express Yourself

1. What are your hobbies?
2. How much money do your hobbies cost you?
3. With whom do you enjoy your hobbies?
4. How often do you engage in your hobbies?
5. Do you make friends with people who have the same hobbies?
6. What are the best things about your hobbies?
7. Are there any hobbies you would like to try soon?
8. Are there any hobbies you have given up? Why?
9. Did you ever recommend that family members share your hobbies with you?
Opinion Samples

1. Having a hobby is supposed to be an enjoyable way to relax. On weekends or at night, too many people have no interest in going anywhere or doing anything, so they just stay at home watching TV or nagging\(^1\) their families. But if they could develop an interest in something else, they would be too absorbed in\(^2\) it to bother the other people at home. Domestic tranquility\(^4\) would be achieved! Even better would be something the entire family could enjoy together. A fun, stimulating, inexpensive hobby would help keep the family close and comfortable with each other.

2. I'm happy whenever I meet someone who shares my interests. We usually become friends right away because we often have similar characteristics. We can immediately understand each other, and we have something vital to talk about. In fact, talking itself is one of the greatest hobbies we can enjoy, don't you think so? And it's certainly one of the least expensive—is that what people mean when they say "talk is cheap"?

\(^1\) nag: bother or annoy (sb)
\(^2\) absorbed in: completely interested in
\(^4\) tranquility: calmness
1. Fishing stimulates the brain—also the imagination.

2. Many a problem will solve itself, if we forget about it and go fishing.

3. A lot of singers on TV are worth watching. Too bad they're not worth listening to.

4. Finding a simple life is today's most complicated job.

5. The greatest pleasure in life is doing what other people say can't be done.

6. Nothing grows faster than a fish from the time he bites until he gets away.

7. Why not learn to enjoy the little things – there are so many of them?

8. What we enjoy, not what we have, constitutes our abundance.

constitute: be the elements or parts of (sth)
Most people in modern society spend more than eight hours a day working. Some are successful in their jobs, but many more are under stress. Workers are classified into two groups; self-employed and employees. An interesting fact is that the self-employed envy the employees, and vice versa. The reason? People tend to exaggerate the others' benefits they don't have.

Businessmen seem to have greater satisfaction from their jobs than ordinary workers do. They have the power to decide things by themselves. That's why ordinary workers are envious of them. But businessmen must take responsibility for their decisions, and if something goes wrong they could go bankrupt.

Every employee has a certain job responsibility, but if he does what he is expected to he is usually exempt from bad consequences. He has a stable position. On the other hand, a competent worker may enjoy many promotions and raises, but still be at the mercy of the manipulations of corporate executives.

Who is happier is not the question. The important thing is that people must decide which category they should belong in by evaluating themselves honestly.

*exempt from* : free from a duty or an obligation
*at the mercy of* : without any protection against
*manipulate* : influence or manage (sb) or (sth) in a clever or dishonest way
Comprehension

1. What advantage do businessmen have?
2. What disadvantage do workers have?
3. Which is better, being the employer or the employee?

Express Yourself

1. Would you want to be a businessman or an employee?
2. Are you satisfied with your job?
3. Would you want your children to do your job?
4. What are your priorities in getting a job?
5. Would you take a night job if it were better paid?
6. When do you feel like giving up your job?
7. Why don't you start your own business?
8. Do you have any idea of starting a new business?
9. What are the obstacles to starting your own business?

More Talking Points

Talk about the good and bad aspects about having the following jobs.

a. physicians  b. teachers  c. politicians
   d. the nation's president  e. farmers  f. professional athletes
   g. judges  h. soldiers  i. panhandlers
Opinion Samples

1. People have different priorities in getting jobs. Some put their emphasis on making more money, others want job security, promotion opportunities, work they are comfortable with. As for me, I want my own business. After I quit my first job I never thought about working for anyone again. When I work for someone else and can't sell my ideas to the boss, that disappoints me. And often employees become the scapegoats for marketing failures. I love to work alone with my ideas and plans, knowing whether my business succeeds or not is up to me.

2. I really want to have my own business, as most employees do. But a boss must have many special characteristics. First of all, he must have creative ideas and know when, where, and how to apply them. Of course, he must have the nerve to go ahead with his plans against difficult markets. He must cultivate customers, because success largely depends upon human relationships. If he has solid relationships with his business partners, he may be able to make up for temporary financial straits.

---

- **priority**: something considered in terms of their relative importance
- **scapegoat**: a person, group, or thing that unjustly receives the blame of others
- **nerve**: courage
- **make up**: compensate for (sth)
- **strait**: a position of difficulty, perplexity, distress, or need
Useful Expressions

1. The best way to appreciate your job is to imagine yourself without one.

2. Before arguing with your boss, make absolutely sure you're right—then let the matter drop.

3. You can tell a man's character by what he turns up\textsuperscript{1} when offered a job—his nose or his sleeves.

4. Going to college won't guarantee you a job, but it'll give you four years to worry about getting one.

5. No dream comes true until you wake up and go to work.

6. The fellow who is fired with enthusiasm for his work is seldom fired by his boss.

7. It's always hard to find a job for the fellow who doesn't want one.

8. There may be luck in getting a job, but there's none involved in keeping it.

9. According to the latest statistics, there are five million people in our country who aren't working. And there are even more if you count those with jobs.

10. Be thankful if your job is a little harder than you like. A razor can't be sharpened on a piece of velvet.

\textsuperscript{1} turn up's nose: reject (sth) \hspace{1cm} turn up's sleeves: be ready to work
The traditional roles of men and women are changing. Even though men have not been freed from being the principal breadwinners, they are also expected to help with household chores. Women too are making money outside the home, but they still operate\textsuperscript{4} under the assumption\textsuperscript{4} that childrearing is primarily their function. Men and women alike cry under the load and insist they are overworked and underappreciated.\textsuperscript{4} Both are probably right. But women still have more to complain about than men. More of the housekeeping burden falls on their shoulders than on their husbands', and at work they are paid less and promoted less often. What may be worse, the stress being placed on them may be taking its toll\textsuperscript{4} on their children and spouses; society needs to understand that women are just human, not superwomen.

Comprehension

1. Are modern women free from childcare?
2. Which gender\textsuperscript{4} suffers more from the change in roles? Who benefits more?
3. What should men understand about women?

\textit{operate:} work
\textit{assumption:} an idea or a statement accepted as true without proof
\textit{underappreciate:} not to be thankful for (sth)
\textit{take its toll (on):} have a very bad effect on (sth) or (sb) over a long period of time
\textit{gender:} sexual identity
Express Yourself

1. Are men and women equal in our society?
2. Do you think men are stronger than women?
3. Are women more intelligent than men?
4. Who has the stronger desire to be rich and famous, men or women?
5. Do women love their children more than men do? Why or why not?
6. Would you vote for a female candidate for President?
7. Would it matter to you if you had a female boss?
8. Do you think women should be conscripted too?
9. Do you think women are more honest than men?
10. Who do you think finds it harder to live in our society, males or females?
11. Should married women work outside the home? What about your wife?
12. Do you think women are still discriminated against in the workplace?
13. What would you think if you had a househusband who managed all the household affairs including child care while you pursued a career?
14. Is being a househusband the proper thing for a man to do? Would you ever consider being a househusband?

Opinion Samples

1. Men and women alike seek fame and fortune; it is part of human nature. But women's ambitions have been thwarted throughout history, either through lack of opportunity (rank, education, etc.) or because of domestic duties. So, many of them have sought vicarious success in their husbands or children.

2. In terms of theft, men and women are equally honest; which is to say that most people will not steal, either out of ethical consideration or the fear of being caught. But verbal and emotional honesty is a different matter. While it is true that some men will say

---

* conscript: enroll (sb) by force into service in the armed forces; draft
* househusband: a married man who manages a household as his main occupation
* thwart: prevent (sth) from happening; block
* vicarious: felt or understood through another person's experience
* which is to say: that is to say; clarify
* verbal honesty: not telling lies
* emotional honesty: being true to one's own self
anything to seduce a woman, most women will lie shamelessly about their true feelings in order to trap a man in marriage. I suppose that the primary difference is that the man is only looking for a brief moment of enjoyment, but the woman believes her entire life’s finances may be at stake.*

3. I’d love it if I could stay home all day. With the modern conveniences available, most of the drudgery of housework is gone. I could finish everything that needed to be done by noon without even straining myself, and I’d have the rest of the day to relax, read, paint, compose, or just watch TV or listen to music. What’s wrong with a life like that?

4. The vast majority of people in modern society, whether male or female, have dull, boring jobs. They work, quite simply, because they need the money, not out of any enduring interest in the work itself. And increasingly, both mates have to get jobs just to make ends meet.*

5. I chose not to marry. It’s not because I’m opposed to marriage and having a family, but because women are changing. Today’s woman cares far more about her profession than she does about her family.

6. Women are expected to perform the traditional wife-and-mother roles whether or not they have paid jobs, but men can focus on getting ahead in their career (even if they do contribute a bit to the housework, as a sort of hobby). Until it becomes socially acceptable for males to take a more active part at home, the “superwoman” myth will continue to bedevil the modern female. Ten years ago women complained that housewifery was too confining, and they wanted their chance to climb the corporate ladder.* Now, whichever rung they may have reached, these same women feel stuck there and bemoan the lack of time they can spend with their children.

---
*seduce: persuade (sb) to have sexual intercourse; persuade (sb) to engage in wrongful or immoral behavior
*at stake: at risk, in jeopardy
*drudgery: dull work
*make ends meet: have enough money for one’s living expenses
*bedevil: trouble in a mean way
*corporate ladder: metaphor for advancement within a company
*rung: a rod or bar forming a step of a ladder
*bemoan: mourn over (sb) or (sth); grieve for
Useful Expressions

1. The best ambition of some girls is to make a man a good husband.

2. The best way to win an argument with a woman is to hit her over the head with a new mink coat.

3. When a wise man argues with a woman, he says nothing.

4. Nothing confuses a man more than driving behind a woman who does everything right.

5. A man gave a woman his seat on the bus; she fainted. When she revived, she thanked him; then he fainted.

6. If a man tells a woman she’s beautiful, she’ll overlook most of his other lies.

7. A girl may love you from the bottom of her heart, but there’s always room for some other fellow at the top.

8. By the time a man understands women, he’s no longer interested.

9. A woman always remembers where and when she got married; a man sometimes forgets why!

10. A woman’s ideal man is one clever enough to make money and foolish enough to spend it on her.
People say that health is the most important thing in life, but it seems to have the least significance in their actual lives. We see many people in modern society undermining their health through lack of exercise and having unbalanced diets. Alcohol, smoking, and junk food* also aggravate+ this phenomenon. Another new factor adding to many people's health problems is stress. Experts say we can't avoid stress as long as we live in this ever-changing world. So what counts is not how to avoid it, but how to reduce it and cope with it effectively.

On the other hand, modern medical researchers still suspect our genes have considerable control over our destiny. This means our health is still in the hands of God. However, that doesn't necessarily mean we can't do anything about our bodies. Rather, we should continue to stay fit by temperate living—no smoking, moderate drinking, a nutritional diet and adequate exercise. That way, to some extent, we can make up for the genetically undesirable aspects in our physicality.*

---

* junk food: food that is high in calories but low in nutritional value
* aggravate: make (sth) worse
* cope with: deal well with
* physicality: the physical attributes of a person
Comprehension

1. "But" expresses a contradiction. What two things are being opposed in the first sentence?
2. What are the five things mentioned that are bad for our health?
3. What can we do about stress?

Express Yourself

1. Do you think you are healthy?
2. Do you eat three meals a day?
3. Do you take vitamins every day? Do you think they help your health?
4. Do you often drink a tonic?
5. Do you exercise every day?
6. Have you ever been hospitalized? Why?
7. Do you regularly see a dentist? Why or why not?
8. When you have a cold, do you see a doctor right away or just rest at home?
9. Do you believe what doctors tell you?
10. What diseases are you the most afraid of?
11. What do you think is the most important thing in terms of your health?
12. What do you do when you're under stress?
13. Have you ever suffered from insomnia? Did you ever take sleeping pills?

contradiction: inconsistency; discrepancy
 tonic: a medicine that increases mental or physical strength
 insomnia: inability to sleep; sleeplessness
Opinion Samples

1. I don't trust doctors, not because they are not intelligent, but our bodies are too complex to understand. Their 6 years of study is not enough.

2. When people have a cold or the flu, they rush to the doctor expecting to be cured. But so far, no effective treatment exists. The best anyone can do is get plenty of rest and vitamin C, especially by drinking orange juice.

3. When it comes to dental problems, precaution is always the best option. Visiting a dentist regularly guarantees dental health. When you feel something is wrong with your teeth, it is always too late to cure it.
Useful Expressions

1. Exercise is the best medicine.

2. It's not healthy to be so interested in death.

3. Don't complain because you have to get up early every morning. The time may come when you can't get up—period.

4. Why not cultivate health instead of treating disease?

5. If you want to be the picture of health, you'd better have a happy frame of mind.

6. A lot of people lose their health trying to become wealthy, and then lose their riches trying to get their health back.

7. Many people suffer poor health, not because of what they eat but from what is eating them.\(^4\)

8. The only way to keep your health is to eat what you don't want, drink what you don't like, and do whatever you'd rather not.

9. The secret of good health is to leave the table hungry, the bed sleepy, and the tavern\(^4\) thirsty.

10. A great deal of poor health in modern society may be attributed to\(^4\) heavy meals and light work.
Rather than sudden, grave resolution, your life is probably more affected by trivial, repetitive, unthinking behavior. Until the day you die, your body and mind will be governed by good habits and bad ones. These acts determine the quality of your existence. Everyone knows that bad habits are easy to form, since they are quite agreeable to man's lazy and selfish nature; but good ones are difficult to fabricate because they need perseverance and lack social reinforcement. But, nevertheless, though bad habits are hard to break, it is never too late to start making good ones—you just need determination and dedication. Doing something over and over again until you don't have to think about it is how actions become habitual in the first place.

Comprehension

1. Is “habit” ever directly defined in the paragraph?
2. Why are bad habits so easy to acquire?
3. What would make it easier to form good habits?

-resolution: firm determination; a decision to do (sth)
-agreeable: to one's liking; pleasing; pleasant
-fabricate: make or manufacture
-persevere: hold to or persist in a course of action, a belief, or a purpose, in spite of opposition or discouragement
-reinforce: make (sth) stronger by adding extra support; strengthen
Express Yourself

1. What good habits do you have?
2. What are your worst habits?
3. How do you create a habit? Or does it just happen without any activity on your part?
4. Are there any habits you want to lose?
5. What habits do you want your children to have?

More Talking Points

What habits would be good (and bad) to exercise in the following activities?

a. driving  
b. reading  
c. watching TV  
d. studying English  
e. talking with people  
f. spending money  
g. shopping  
h. exercising  
i. eating

Opinion Samples

1. Though I'm not even aware of most of my habits - they just happen naturally - sometimes I have taught myself to do things automatically. Like getting up early in the morning. I have done this for so long that I no longer need an alarm clock. Unfortunately, I get up even on holidays when I could sleep in. But all habit acquisition comes from training. Force yourself to do the same thing at the same time under the same circumstances every day, and it doesn't take very long to make it a habit.

-alarm clock: a clock that can be set to sound a bell or buzzer at a certain time in order to wake a person up
-acquisition: the act or process of acquiring (stf)
2. We need to develop good habits in our children from an early age; the younger they are, the more likely this behavior will last \(^{4}\) them through their lives. They need to learn to work diligently, be obedient to their parents, tell the truth, and take care of their personal hygiene. \(^{4}\) If they master those qualities \(^{4}\) they are likely to have happy, fruitful \(^{1}\) lives.

3. People watch too much television—or, rather, they don’t watch it at all in any meaningful sense. They turn it on indiscriminately \(^{4}\) and then leave it on whether they are watching it or not. It’s on, making noise, whether they are eating or talking to each other or taking a nap. So people should carefully limit their TV time to a few shows they really want—sports or news or whatever—and spend the rest of their time more actively engaged: reading a book, playing a musical instrument, or taking a walk.

4. Merchandisers know that most purchases are spot \(^{4}\) decisions rather than carefully considered acts. We all buy things we don’t really need and spend too much for them. So we should devise \(^{4}\) a careful budget every week or every month and stick to it, avoiding temptation by leaving our cash and credit cards at home when we go out. If we absolutely have to get something, we should plan our moves \(^{4}\) as carefully as a general preparing an attack: what do we need exactly, how much are we willing to spend, and where can we get it the cheapest?

---

- **last**: supply (sb) or (sth) adequately
- **hygiene**: practices that promote good health and the prevention of disease
- **quality**: a character trait: something typical of one’s personality or character
- **fruitful**: producing good results
- **indiscriminate**: showing lack of care in making choices
- **spot**: made, paid, or delivered immediately
- **devise**: plan
- **moves**: actions
Useful Expressions

1. A habit is something a fellow hardly notices until it's too strong to break.

2. The worst boss anyone can have is a bad habit.

3. There's only one good thing that can be said for bad habits. If it weren't for them we couldn't make New Year's resolutions.

4. The only way to avoid bad habits is to make it a point to avoid them.

5. Good habits are usually formed; bad habits we fall into.

6. Many people look forward to the new year for a new start on old habits.

7. We first make our habits, and then our habits make us.

8. Habit is a cable. We weave a thread of it every day until it is extremely difficult to break.

9. Marriage is a case of two people agreeing to change each other's habits.

10. Few of us are proud of bad habits, but without them there wouldn't be anything for the doctor to tell us to give up when we aren't feeling well.
Today a car is not just a luxury item; for many, it is almost a necessity. People factor in a lot of considerations when buying one. So, even though a compact car may be convenient and economical in terms of price, mileage, insurance, and taxes, some people would rather get a larger, more expensive model because of its higher social status and better safety.

Thanks to the exploding demand for cars of all kinds, roads are becoming ever more crowded. Governments around the world are actively trying to discourage or limit the use of automobiles. But most of these plans, quite naturally, clash with people's interests. Perhaps the simplest method of control is to impose heavy taxes; but in the long run, a better approach would be investing in public transit by building or upgrading light rail systems and subways, bus lines, and so forth. If these systems were safer, more convenient, and more comfortable, more people might be willing to put aside the time-, energy-, and money-consuming activity of driving.

- **factor in**: calculate (sth)
- **compact**: an automobile that is smaller than a standard model
- **status**: social, legal, or professional position relative to that of rank or standing; prestige
- **clash**: be strongly out of harmony; conflict; disagree
- **transit**: the moving of people or goods from one place to another
Comprehension

1. Why is a car "almost" a necessity?
2. What is one advantage that a large, expensive car has over a compact?
3. What is the easiest tool governments use to limit driving?

Express Yourself

1. Do you usually fill up when you drop by a gas station?
2. If you knew that gas prices would go up 5% tomorrow, would you fill up today?
3. Who do you think ought to wash your family car?
4. How often do you wash your car?
5. Do you wash your car yourself, or do you take it to a carwash?*
6. When did you get your driver's license? Was it difficult?
7. How long did you practice before you actually drove a car on the road by yourself?
8. How did you feel when you drove a car on the road for the first time?
9. What is your first concern in buying a car (design, price, make,* fuel efficiency,* color, etc)?
10. What do you think about driving a foreign-made car?
11. What do you think about driving a used car?
12. What are the advantages of buying a used car?

*carwash: an area or a building equipped for washing cars
*make: a brand
*fuel efficiency: a measure of how much energy is usefully produced by a certain machine; for example, on average, how many kilometers a car may travel per liter of gas.
Opinion Samples

1. Price is my first consideration in buying an auto. Since the quality of most cars is mandated by the government, cheapness doesn't have to be a problem. Compact cars not only cost less to buy, but also continue to save money in terms of insurance, taxes, and fuel. In addition, they are easier to park and maneuver through heavy traffic. In my view, a car is a tool: pure and simple: Why pay more money just to gain a status symbol?

2. Driving a new car is expensive because of the various taxes. So I bought a used car first. I paid less money, and I didn't have to worry about many kinds of taxes. Novice drivers can hardly avoid having minor accidents; beginners who drive new cars are nervous about scratching their cars, but used-car drivers are less worried about that. I strongly recommend a used car for beginners. Nevertheless, one drawback is that used cars are more likely to break down, so their drivers must be prepared to invest frequently in parts and repairs.

*mandate*: make (sth) mandatory; require
*maneuver*: direct (sth) skillfully by changes in course or in position
*novice*: a beginner
*drawback*: a disadvantage or inconvenience
Useful Expressions

1. Driving an automobile would be a much greater pleasure if each motorist would use his head as much as he uses his horn.

2. Many people are having trouble with their new cars. The engine won’t start and the payments won’t stop.

3. If you think a seat belt is uncomfortable, you’ve never tried a stretcher!

4. A cheap old car can be quite annoying. But so can an expensive new one.

5. Anybody who thinks the automobile has made people lazy never had to pay for one.

6. Present-day cars are so quiet that the only noise you hear is from the finance company.

7. Today’s cars keep a person strapped without safety belts.

8. Car sickness is that feeling you get every month when the payment is due.

9. Natural death is now defined as being killed by an automobile.

10. A new car isn’t a barometer of how much money a fellow has, but it’s a pretty good indication of how much he owes.

---

**stretcher**: a movable object on which a sick or injured person can be carried
**finance company**: a company that makes loans to clients
**strapped**: broke; with limited or no money
**safety belt**: a seat belt
**barometer**: something that shows or gives an idea of changes that are happening
Money

Money is often said to be the permanent source of malice among human beings. We see many people who have become slaves of money. They think money is everything, and that they can do anything if they have enough of it. They also claim money defines our social status. Others think that's not true, even though they agree money is an important part of life. But serious problems arise when people don't know how to spend money. Our parents say making money is easier than spending it, and may be afraid that "almighty" money has bad effects on their kids' character. It is certainly true that spending money wisely requires a lot of practice.

Comprehension

1. What behavior is described as indicating that many people are slaves of money?
2. According to the paragraph, does anyone believe that money is not important?
3. What is the hardest thing about spending money?

-malice: the desire to harm others or to see others suffer
-almighty: all-powerful; omnipotent
Express Yourself

1. How does money make you happy?
2. How much money do you want to make?
3. What qualities must a man have to make a lot of money?
4. How much money should a spouse get for an allowance? A child? Parents?
5. Would you bequeath all your money to your children?
6. How do you teach your children how to spend money?
7. Do you reward your children with extra money when they do what is expected of them?
8. Have you ever given money to a charity?
9. Do you ever give money to beggars on the subway?
10. How powerful do you think money is?
11. Do you think money can buy love?
12. What are you saving up your money for?
13. Who takes care of the money in your family? You or your spouse?
14. How many credit cards do you have?
15. Do you buy anything on credit?
16. Do you think a credit card is convenient? Or does it just encourage extra spending?
17. Have you ever gotten a loan from a bank? Was it hard or easy?
18. Have you ever borrowed money from relatives? How much was the interest?
19. How much do you save out of your paycheck?
20. How much is your allowance?
21. Would you lend money to a friend?
22. Have you ever lent any money to anyone? Did you have any problems getting it back?
23. Would you take a friend to court if you couldn't get your money back?
24. What do you usually do with your bonus?
25. Have you ever lost a large amount of cash? Did you get it back?

*quality*: a personal trait, especially a feature typical of one's character
*bequeath*: leave or give (property) by will
*reward*: give (sth) to (sb) because they have done something good or helpful
*charity*: an institution or a fund established to help the needy
*credit*: a system of buying goods or services with payment made at a later time
*pcheck*: salary or wages
Opinion Samples

1. I'm going to teach my children how to spend money, of course. It's very important to prevent them from becoming either a cheapskate or a big spender. First, I'll have my children make their own pocket money when they are 15. That will teach them money is not easy to get, and they'll be more careful about spending it. I also have to teach them when and where to spend money. Children must learn the difference between generosity and waste.

2. Credit cards certainly promote spending money, even though they are a convenient means of purchasing. When people have credit cards they seem to be under the illusion that they have money in their account, so banks end up suffering from skyrocketing bad loans. However, this is due to their random issuing of credit cards to ineligible people. The government should strongly enforce the law and restrict the issuing of cards only to those qualified.

3. I give no money to any charity. We can't be sure if it's honest. Many charities are just scams. They get rich from the money they collect from individual donors. They behave like business corporations, not aid organizations.

4. Years ago I borrowed some money from my brother-in-law when my business had problems. I appreciated his help and paid him bank-level interest. I know we are usually expected to pay double the bank-level interest on a private loan. But I think bank-level interest is okay for loans among relatives.

-cheapskate: a stingy person; one unwilling to spend money
-illusion: an idea or a belief that is mistaken
-skyrocket: rise rapidly or suddenly
-bad loan: a sum of money that has been lent but is unlikely to be repaid; bad debt
-ineligible: not qualified
-qualified: having the qualifications, accomplishments, skills, knowledge, or credentials one needs to get a job
-scam: a dishonest business scheme
-corporation: a large business organization; a company
-interest: a charge for borrowing money, usually a percentage of the amount borrowed
Useful Expressions

1. The lack of money, not the love of it, is the root of all kinds of evil.

2. Most people have simple financial problems. They're short of money.

3. If you want to know the value of money, try and borrow it.

4. A woman knows the value of love, but a man knows its cost.

5. Girls expect money in marriage, because they have difficulty finding anything else worthwhile in a man.

6. Money not only changes hands—it changes people.

7. Anybody who thinks money is everything has never been sick.

8. The poor complain about the money they can't get, and the rich complain about the money they can't keep.

9. A person's character is put to a severe test when he suddenly acquires or quickly loses a considerable amount of money.

10. Married men can't understand why every bachelor isn't a millionaire.

-conceivable: a lot of; much
The good ideas of brilliant people can change the world. Civilization itself is the progressive accumulation of novel notions. But sometimes we overlook the simple inventions of everyday life, because we take them for granted. Electricity, for example—can you imagine a world without electricity? The electric light alone, in effect, has prolonged our very lives by giving us so many hours of added activity. Or take knitting, which has saved more lives than medicine has. Simple eyeglasses have opened worlds of knowledge and entertainment to the nearly blind, allowing them to lead full, active lives.

Comprehension

1. Define civilization, if you can.
2. In what sense has the electric light added years to our life span?
3. How has knitting saved lives?

- **accumulate**: collect or gather (sth) together
- **take (sb) or (sth) for granted**: expect that (sb) or (sth) will always be there when you need them and never show them any special attention or thank them
- **prolong**: lengthen (sth) in duration
- **life span**: the average or longest period of time that an organism can be expected to live
Express Yourself

1. What invention is most needed at the moment?
2. Is there ever going to be a pill we can take to delay aging?
3. Is a "time machine" possible, do you think? If it were technically feasible to go back in time, what would be the danger of doing so?
4. Have you ever tried to invent something? How about redesigning some process to make it more efficient or safer?
5. What would happen if creative thought were to end?

More Talking Points

Discuss the effects of the following inventions. What are the positive qualities? What bad side effects have they had?

- Compass
- Telephone
- Eraser
- Law
- Cosmetics
- Canning technology
- Medicine
- Money
- Fast-food restaurant
- Beauty contest
- Refrigerator
- Dishwasher
- Printing press
- Internet
- Paper
- Car
- Numbers
- Atomic bomb
- Plastic surgery
- Clock
- Liquor
- Tape recorder
- School
- Expressway
- Microwave oven
- Batteries
- Alphabet
- TV
- Birth control pill
- Religion
- Professional sports
- Pesticide
- Matches
- Cigarette
- Lottery
- Bank
- Air conditioner
- Vacuum cleaner
- Airplane
- Classical music

-feasible: capable of being done; possible
-plastic surgery: surgery to repair, restore, or remodel body tissue or parts
-pesticide: a chemical used to kill harmful insects
-fast-food: restaurant food prepared and served quickly
Opinion Samples

1. What we need more than anything else is an empathy\(^4\) device. If we knew directly how our actions affected others, we’d be a lot more careful about our behavior. For instance, if I insulted someone and then felt for myself how sharply the humiliation stung\(^4\), I’d probably adjust my words a little better the next time.

2. There is no danger of running out of new ideas. Just a century ago, some of the world’s leading scientists were convinced that all the secrets of the universe had been uncovered, and that the only task remaining was to refine and perfect existing methods. Now the body of knowledge doubles every decade. The more we know, the more we find out how little we actually understand; one good idea generates\(^4\) a hundred more. The danger we face is an overflow\(^4\) of information, not a drought.

3. My only problem with plastic surgery is its cost (and the fact that medical insurance doesn’t cover it). It’s truly amazing that we can all become as beautiful or handsome as we desire. We can look younger than our actual age, remove ugly birth defects, change the shape of our nose or eyes, correct the debilitating\(^4\) effects of bad accidents. I don’t understand why people have a problem with any of this.

4. The Greeks used to be able to recite the whole of Homer, because they had learned it by heart. Now we can’t even remember the names of our fellow graduates after only a few years have passed. The printing press has destroyed our memory and forced us into linear ways of thinking\(^4\) instead of maintaining traditional cyclical attitudes\(^4\) toward nature. It has limited our creativity and destroyed our taste for poetry. In addition, it has made it too easy for vicious, harmful ideas to spread among foolish people, causing untold trouble to the world.

---

\(^{\text{4 empathy}}\): understanding of another’s situation, feelings, and motives  
\(^{\text{4 sting}}\): cause (sb) to feel a sharp physical or emotional pain  
\(^{\text{4 generate}}\): bring (sth) into being; produce  
\(^{\text{4 overflow}}\): an excess; too great an amount or quantity  
\(^{\text{4 debilitate}}\): weaken, especially by disease or neglect  
\(^{\text{4 linear ways of thinking}}\): thought that proceeds logically from one step to the next (A to B), rather than holistically or circularly  
\(^{\text{4 cyclical attitudes}}\): beliefs and actions that repeat themselves over time, based on age and season for example
Useful Expressions

1. The most dangerous part of any automobile is the nut behind the wheel.

2. Another invention is the permanent temporary tax.

3. A great invention for dieters would be a refrigerator that weighs you every time you open the door.

4. There's a new invention on the market—a pencil with an eraser on both ends. It's for people who do nothing but make mistakes.

5. We will pay a big price for an invention that will help us save time we don't know what to do with.

6. Of all the labor-saving devices invented for women, none has ever been as popular as a devoted man.

7. One of the greatest labor-saving inventions of all time is tomorrow.

8. The most humiliating thing about science is that it keeps filling our homes with gadgets smarter than we are.

9. Inventions are coming so fast that the ladder of success may soon be replaced by an escalator.

10. It is solemnly hoped that someday a genius will come along and invent something that will make golf unnecessary.

*humiliating*: causing a feeling of humiliation
What is the best relationship between parents and children? Some people say they should be friends. They say this kind of relationship provides a comfortable atmosphere for children, so they will grow less stressed and have a more positive character.

But others believe that a friends-like relationship between parents and children is somewhat “dangerous” for both of them. Under this relationship, no strict discipline can be enforced, so the children may become troublemakers. As these people say, if you spare the rod, you spoil the child.

Another issue is whether it is good for them all to live together after the children get married. It is true that a big family has many advantages that a nuclear one doesn’t. But most children don’t want to live with their parents, saying, “We don’t want to be interfered with.” Do you think parents have a right to criticize their children for refusing to live with them?

- atmosphere: a general feeling or mood
- troublemaker: a person or thing that causes trouble or strife
- nuclear family: a family unit consisting of a mother and father and their children
**Comprehension**

1. What reason is given for parents and children being friends?
2. What reason is given against parents and children being friends?
3. Why don't some married children want to live with their parents?

**Express Yourself**

1. Would you prefer being part of a big extended family or a small nuclear one?
2. If your wife were opposed to living with your parents, what would you do?
3. How much allowance do you give your parents, if any? How much do they give you?
4. How often do you see your parents?
5. What kinds of gifts do your parents like the most?
6. Do you think it's your duty to take care of your parents when they get old?
7. Would you spank your children if they went astray?
8. How many children do you want to have?
9. Do you want a boy or a girl for your first child?
10. If you had two daughters, would you try again to have a son?

---

*allowance*: an amount of money or food, given at regular intervals or for a specific purpose

*spank*: strike with the open hand, especially on the buttocks, as a punishment
Opinion Samples

1. My parents say they're only happy if I'm healthy and my business is going well. They have no other wishes except my family's well-being. I know they have spent their lives worrying about my safety, education, and success. They never received any formal education themselves, but their top priority fell on my getting a college education. When I passed my college entrance exam they looked like the happiest people in the world. My dad said learning is everything and knowledge is more valuable than money.

2. When it comes to educating my children, spanking is the last thing I want to do. All parents should know children are wiser than we think. They understand their parents' every intention. For them, advice and persuasion are stronger weapons than force and violence. Spanking can never be justified as a means of education. It can never be regarded as anything but violence against children. And violence begets violence.

- justify: show or prove (sth) or (sth) to be right, just, or valid
- beget: cause to exist or occur; produce
Useful Expressions

1. The most important thing a father can do for his children is to love their mother.

2. The ability to say no is perhaps the greatest gift a parent has.

3. The best thing that parents can spend on their children is time—not money.

4. The main problem with teenagers is that they're just like their parents were at that age.

5. The modern father wants his son to have all the things he never had—such as straight As on his report card.

6. It's beginning to look like we have too many part-time parents.

7. It's better to teach children the roots of labor than to hand them the fruits of yours.

8. When all the kids have grown up, married, and moved away, many parents experience a strange new emotion; it's called freedom.

9. Too often an abandoned* child is the one who is still living with his parents.

10. One reason so many children are seen on the streets at night is because they're afraid to stay home alone.

*abandoned: deserted or given up
A lot of people in modern society are hooked on TV. The idiot box has become a “third parent” to our children and a “second spouse” to our wives and husbands. Indeed, in some homes the children, and individually the parents, spend more time with the television than each other. Critics worry that passively watching TV is too absorbing of our time and attention; we not only do not get enough physical exercise, but we do not stimulate our mental activity either.

Another problem is the tendency toward copycat behavior: we dress, talk, and behave in ways that we model after characters on TV and in the movies. This is especially worrisome since so many of these programs are excessively violent and sexually suggestive. Many legal experts believe that delinquency problems are made much worse by young people imitating what they see in the media.

Two steps need to be taken. First, parents need to do a better job of policing their TV sets, not only in terms of what their children watch but also how much time they spend doing it. Second, parents and teachers must educate kids to develop a more conscious, critical attitude toward what they watch, instead of just absorbing it all like a sponge.

- hooked: addicted or devoted to (sth)
- copycat: an imitation or a reproduction of (sth)
- model: copy the qualities or character of another
- delinquency: behavior that is contrary to the requirements of the law, especially by young people
- police: control
Comprehension

1. Name three problems with movies and television.
2. Why do legal experts blame TV for so much delinquency?
3. How should the problem be addressed?*

Express Yourself

1. What programs do you usually watch on TV?
2. How many hours a day do you watch TV?
3. Do your children watch much TV? How much?
4. Do you subscribe to cable TV?
5. Who has the most power over channel selection in your home?
6. Do you change the channel when commercials* come on?
7. Do you think commercials are a good source of product information?
8. Do you think watching TV is educational?
9. How often do you go to a movie theater?
10. How many video tapes or DVDs do you watch?
12. What do you think about Korean movies?
13. What was the most impressive movie you've ever seen?
14. Who's your favorite movie star?

*address: take action about or deal with (sth)
*commercial: an advertisement on radio or television
Opinion Samples

1. I don’t think watching TV is educational. It requires no effort, and people don’t have to exercise their imagination, because TV swiftly shows what comes next. People become stereotyped* and uniform. However, some programs, documentaries for example, give opportunities to explore new worlds, broadening our experience and giving us the chance to think.

2. I change the channel when commercials come on. If there is a movie, commercials are shown at least twice before the show begins. They last at least 10 minutes, and most of them are already familiar to me. So I watch a different channel for a couple of minutes. I often miss the first several minutes of the movie when I return, but I don’t care. Another reason I hate commercials is that they are designed to encourage us to spend. They tempt* us to buy things for which we have no need.

---

* stereotype: a conventional or oversimplified idea or image of (sb), often based on race, gender, religion, or profession
* uniform: always the same; not changing or varying
* tempt: invite or attract (sb)
Useful Expressions

1. Small children start school these days with a big advantage. They already know two letters of the alphabet—TV.

2. A child's definition of a torture chamber is a living room or den without a TV set.

3. The rising crime rate would be slowed considerably if we'd put as many cops on the streets as there are on television.

4. The world might be improved with less television and more vision.

5. Middle age is when a man's favorite nightspot is in front of a TV set.

6. Before deciding to retire from your job, stay home a week and watch daytime television.

7. Television has added a new dimension to boredom—eyestrain!

8. If you think television has killed conversation, you've never heard people trying to decide which program to watch.

9. Once upon a time movies were rated on how good they were, not on who was allowed to see them.

10. The best way to stop kids from seeing dirty movies is to label them "Educational."

*dimension: an aspect or factor (of a situation) to be considered; side*
Today we live in the Information Age. We get vital knowledge of all sorts from books, newspapers, magazines, television, radio, and the Web. But significant differences exist between print and electronic media. Certainly the latter are more immediate and more appealing to our senses, but the former are usually more reliable and thoughtful. I suppose this attitude comes from long familiarity; people tend to believe what they read, but they don't always trust their own senses.

Nevertheless, publishers and editors are often motivated by commercial interests. They may be perfectly willing to slant their coverage to achieve their own private ends. Or they may pretend to know more than they do, and present stories based more on assumptions than facts. It is always important for info-consumers to maintain a skeptical, critical attitude toward their sources, no matter by which medium the message is delivered.

- Web: the worldwide web
- slant: present news or information, for example, in a way that fits a particular opinion; bias
- skeptical: showing doubt
- medium: one of the means or channels of general communication
Comprehension

1. What era do we live in?
2. What seem to be the main differences between the various media?
3. What should we be aware of?

Express Yourself

1. Do you prefer a morning paper or an evening one? Why?
2. What newspapers do you subscribe to? Why?
3. What magazines do you subscribe to? Why?
4. Which section do you read first in a newspaper?
5. Do you often read the so-called sports papers? Why or why not?
6. What is the most important reason you read a newspaper?
7. What is the most important reason you read magazines?
8. Do you believe everything you read in the newspaper? In a magazine?
9. Do you read every advertisement in the paper?
10. Do you trust what the ads say?
11. What kinds of ads do you think are most truthful?
12. Which is better to subscribe to, an on-line newspaper or one printed on paper?
13. What kinds of books do you read?
14. How often do you visit a bookstore?
15. Talk about the most impressive books you have ever read.
Opinion Samples

1. I believe some of the information in the newspapers. But even so, the articles are always personally or commercially biased. We should realize that there is always an invisible background behind every story on politics or business. And then we can take what we read with a grain of salt. It’s safer that way.

2. Well-presented ads always seem plausible. But that does not mean they are always, or even usually, truthful. Their makers are very skillful at revealing only what they want to expose about their products or services. They exaggerate, present as facts what may still be unproven, or slander rival goods. But mainly, they appeal to our emotions rather than to our intellects.

-biased: prejudiced
-take (sth) with a grain of salt: assume that (sth) may not be true
-plausible: seemingly true or reasonable
-exaggerate: speak or write about (sth) as if greater or more important than is really the case
-slander: make a false statement about (sb) or (sth)
Useful Expressions

1. Nowadays it seems that more books are read in laundromats than in libraries.

2. How-to-get-rich books are now filed under FICTION.

3. A poor aptitude for good books eventually leads to intellectual malnutrition.

4. All that most people lose when they buy a book on dieting is the price of the book.

5. There are a lot of books telling you how to manage when you retire. What most people want is one that will tell them how to manage in the meantime.

6. There is one good thing you can say for a book. It is not interrupted at the most interesting part for a word from the sponsor.

7. Some folks commit a crime and go to jail; others commit a crime, write a book about it, and get rich.

8. The radio will never take the place of the newspaper, because you can't swat flies with it.

9. Most newspapers condemn gambling on the editorial page and print racing tips on the sports page.

10. Newspapers are owned by individuals and corporations, but freedom of the press belongs to the people.

---

- laundromat: a self-service laundry
- swat: hit (sb) or (sth) with a sharp blow or slap
- tip: useful information; a helpful hint
In our modern world, sports have become a part of our daily life. People are crazy about many kinds of sports. There are two ways to enjoy them, playing or watching them on TV. Professional sports are booming here in Korea. We have pro baseball and soccer. And, recently, basketball became professional and is growing ever more popular. Players are making more money and playing better, and fans are enjoying high-quality games. Some national athletes have even gained international attention. So everybody seems to benefit from professional sports. But the players and coaches are under heavy stress. Players must compete for positions, and coaches are at the mercy of their win-lose record. And many players, the ones on the bench, are still living from hand to mouth.

---

- crazy: full of enthusiasm or excitement
- from hand to mouth: with nothing in reserve; with no savings; barely getting by
Comprehension

1. The word "fan" is derived from "fanatic." Which word in the paragraph has the same meaning?
2. Which three professional Korean sports are mentioned?
3. What is stressful to players and coaches?

Express Yourself

1. Why are people crazy about professional sports?
2. What do you think is the difference between amateur and professional sports?
3. Which kind of sport do you prefer, amateur or professional?
4. Which do you prefer, playing a sport, watching it on TV, or watching it "live"?
5. What are your favorite sports?
6. What do professional sports give us?
7. What makes professional players do their best?
8. Do you think their salaries are high enough?
9. What do you think about importing foreigners to play professional sports?
10. Do you think it's okay for your children to become pro athletes? What kind of sport would you recommend for your children?

*fanatic: a person with extreme enthusiasm or zeal, such as in religion or politics; extremely enthusiastic*
Opinion Samples

1. You know what makes professional players do their best—Money! They face cut-throat competition every day, and their play determines their salary. They must make their money while they’re in their best years. Another reason is job responsibility. Their job is their life’s goal, and people only glorify gold medalists.

2. Although I think playing sports is an important part of growing up, I would never encourage my children to become professional athletes. It would mean a life of constant injuries, hard competition, stress, and eventual disappointment and disillusionment when their playing days are over. Many can never adjust to being out of the public eye after they retire. And the most important reason is that a sports life is very short; no one can find a lifelong career in it.

Words to Learn:

- cut-throat: cruel; murderous; ruthless
- eventual: ultimate
- disillusion: free (sb) from a false idea or belief
Useful Expressions

1. The true sports fan is a guy who'll do anything to get to the game—even take his wife along with him.

2. Notice on a new TV set: "Warning—extended watching of basketball and baseball games may be harmful to your marriage."

3. Baseball is not the same as politics. If you are caught stealing in baseball, you're always called out.

4. A woman is like an umpire. She makes snap decisions and never reverses them.

5. Winter sports are characterized by the setting of ice, snow, and bones.

6. There are only two groups of football coaches: those who have been fired and those who will be.

7. Many fans rush to the football stadium to get good seats—then stand up to watch the game.

8. We are inclined to think that if we watch a football or baseball game, we have taken part in it.

9. Serious sport has nothing to do with fair play. It is bound up with hatred, jealousy, boastfulness, disregard of all rules and sadistic pleasure in violence.

10. If exercise is so good for us, why do so many athletes retire at thirty-five?

- bound up with: closely associated or connected
- disregard: lack of attention or regard
None are more interested in their children’s education than Korean parents. They even have a saying that emphasizes their basic attitude: “no learn, no food.” As a result, most Korean parents are willing to sacrifice their own enjoyment and comfort in behalf of their kids’ educational opportunities. Many experts regard this passion for schooling as the basis for the strong economic development of the last few decades.

Most Koreans continue to believe that a college degree is the “license” needed to enter high society. Recent developments have highlighted this basic tendency, such as so-called “genius education.” In addition to providing special education for gifted children, it also seeks to turn ordinary children into intellectual over-achievers through constant stimulation from a very early age, often through very direct maternal participation. In other words, two- or three-year-olds may already know how to play several musical instruments, have advanced math and communication skills, and be able to speak one or more foreign languages.

But this approach also has its shortcomings. For one thing, long-term studies seem to show that whatever advantage these forced prodigies may have over their ordinary classmates tends to disappear within a few years of entering school, and the education gap narrows considerably — unless active, prolonged stimulation is continued. But this development

- **in behalf of**: for the benefit of; in the interest of
- **shortcoming**: an inadequacy; a flaw
- **prodigy**: a person with exceptional talents or powers
merely underlines* what many see as the program's more serious problem: children who are under heavy pressure to study against their will are apt to suffer from depression* and have difficulty adjusting* to their peers. In the long run, the concern* is that they may turn into bright but maladjusted adults who can never find happiness or satisfaction.

Comprehension

1. What words or phrases point out Koreans' attitude toward education?
2. What are the two goals of "genius education"?
3. What effect on the meaning of the last paragraph do words like "seem," "tends to," "apt to," and "may" have?

Express Yourself

1. Do you think a college degree is a must?
2. Do you think a college degree helps your child get a better job?
3. Did you have a part-time job during your school days?
4. Would you allow your children to have a part-time job? Would you encourage it?
5. Who was your favorite teacher when you were in school?
6. What was/is your favorite subject in school?
7. Would you teach your young children English?
8. Do you think we should teach young children hanja?

* underline: stress or emphasize
* depression: the condition of feeling sad and sorrowful
* adjust: change or adapt oneself or (sth) to be right or fit for present conditions
* concern: worry
Opinion Samples

1. Yes, a college degree is one of the most important things we can get in life. I don't mean the diploma itself. We learn many important things on our own. We train for a profession, life, love, and human relationships. We learn a lot of things while experiencing the ups and downs of life. But college life provides us with a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. It forgives our mistakes, permits extremism to some degree, encourages a different life style. How could we ever enjoy the feeling of loving someone, or being loved, more strongly than on a college campus?

2. I don't think a college degree is everything in life. I admit students learn many things in college and train for many occupations. But the essential life skills are the ones you have to develop on your own. In some ways, in fact, the artificial structure of college life buffers you from "real" life and merely delays entry into the cruel world of adulthood. Passing a test on paper is not a substitute for having to apply the necessary skills to genuine situations. In the real world, mistakes are not long tolerated; errors have consequences which are painful and perhaps permanent. Instead of sending my kids to college right away, I'd rather they first experience how tough—and satisfying—having a job, making decisions, and being responsible to themselves and others can be; later, when they have matured and gained a fuller understanding of what an education really entails, they can return to school for a degree or to fulfill their intellectual curiosity. After all, you have to get into the water to learn how to swim, you can't just stand around the pool.

3. I know school is important for all of us. But some people are poor students and not interested in learning anything. What does a diploma mean to them? If they cultivate the same patience that graduates have, and have some common sense from reading or from experience, they are intelligent enough, at least, to live in society. A diploma itself has no meaning. The question is whether or not people have the patience to get through an ever-challenging life.

- **diploma**: a paper or certificate given by a school showing that a person has earned a degree or completed a course of study
- **extremism**: a tendency to go to extremes, especially in politics
- **substitute**: a person or thing that takes the place of another; a replacement
- **would rather**: prefer that or to
- **entail**: require (sth) as a necessary accompaniment or result
Useful Expressions

1. Since people learn from their mistakes, many fools are getting a fantastic education.

2. Many men are able to solve big problems at the office, but are unable to settle little ones at home.

3. No man is fully educated until he learns to read himself.

4. It is not the I.Q. but the I WILL that is important in education.

5. A person isn’t educated unless he has learned how little he already knows.

6. It is a thousand times better to have common sense without an education than to have an education without common sense.

7. Among the few things more expensive than an education these days is the lack of it.

8. A person should have enough education so he doesn’t have to look up to anyone. He should also have enough to be wise enough not to look down on anyone.

9. Education is not a head full of facts, but knowing how and where to find facts.

10. Education is a wonderful thing, but it doesn’t go far enough. It merely teaches a man how to speak, not when or how long. And neither does it teach him exactly when to shut up.\textsuperscript{5}

\textsuperscript{5} \textit{shut up} : cause (sb) to stop speaking; silence
Today most people live in small nuclear families, and many wives work outside the home. This situation has led to the “latchkey kid” phenomenon. After school, children go home to an empty house, with both parents gone. It is feared that kids with career moms are lonelier than those from large families, and that they have more trouble adapting to society. On the other hand, latchkey kids do not necessarily become problem children, if their parents spend time with them whenever possible. The solution seems to be love and adequate discipline. If parents are good role models, and perform their parental responsibilities well, most of the time their children grow up to be conscientious adults no matter what their family structure.

- **latchkey kid**: a child who spends part of the day alone and unsupervised, especially one who has a key to his or her home for entrance after school while the parents are at work.
- **role model**: someone whose behavior or attitudes people try to copy out of admiration.
- **conscientious**: guided by or done with a sense of what is right or proper.
- **no matter what**: regardless of.
Comprehension

1. What is a nuclear family?
2. What does “latchkey kid” mean?
3. According to the paragraph, are large, extended, families better than nuclear ones?

Express Yourself

1. Who is the boss in your home, you or your spouse?
2. Who should do the dishes, the husband or the wife?
3. Should wives work outside the home?
4. Should husbands do household chores if their wives have a job?
5. Should wives work even after they have children?
6. How should a man feel if his wife makes more money than he does?
7. If a woman made enough money to support the family, should her husband quit his job to look after the house?
8. Who should be in charge of disciplining the children?
9. What did you do, and how did you feel, when your first child was born?
10. Did you expect a boy as your first child?
11. Describe how your family members share household duties.
12. What do you think about living with your parents-in-law?
13. Do you enjoy taking care of your children?
14. Talk about the roles of a mom and a dad in disciplining children.
Opinion Samples

1. I think if a wife is contributing to the family's financial situation by working outside the home, at least the husband should help her with the household chores. Why should she have to do two jobs all by herself? But there is another advantage for husbands and wives if they both work in and outside the home: she can have an insight into how the business world works, and he can learn how difficult housework is. That way they can understand each other better and avoid a lot of trouble in their marriage.

2. When my son was born, I was thrilled. So were my parents. We all believe that this is better than having a girl for the first child. It makes family continuance easier and more predictable. But when my second child was a daughter, I was overjoyed. She grows cuter every day, and is so sweet. My son always seems to be causing trouble around the house. But I love them both, and I suppose it doesn't really matter if we have sons or daughters.

- **chores**: routine or minor tasks
- **insight**: an understanding of the true nature of (sth)
Useful Expressions

1. Many a family argument has been saved by the doorbell or telephone.

2. There is just as much authority in the family today as there ever was—only now the children exercise it.

3. Can you remember when the family meals were carefully thought out instead of thawed out?

4. Nowadays there are more model homes than model families.

5. In today's world of inflation, a big spender is any man who can support his kids.

6. Happy laughter and family voices in the home will keep more kids off the street at night than the strictest curfew.

7. There is no sure cure for laziness in man, but a wife and children often help.

8. It takes a raft of money to keep the family afloat these days.

9. Keeping peace in the family requires patience, love, understanding, and at least two television sets.

10. Domestic peace is the luxury you enjoy between the children's bedtime and your own.

-thaw: melt
curfew: a regulation requiring a person to be home at a stated time, such as one imposed by a parent on a child
afloat: surviving financially
Crime & Punishment

The nation's per capita income has steadily grown, and educational opportunities have expanded, but its crime rate has also increased. In particular, juvenile delinquency is growing rapidly. If conditions are improving, why isn't criminality on the decline? The crime itself and its punishment are both costly. It not only destroys individual lives but entire families. The bill for confinement is also getting more expensive, and taxpayers are complaining about their money being used to support "welfare for lawbreakers."

What is the key factor in criminality? Genetics? Family problems? Social alienation? Peer pressure? Cultural upheaval caused by the switch-over from a traditional to a modern society? Drugs and/or alcohol? Lack of individual conscience and responsibility? The glorification of violence in the media? The phenomenon of copy-cat crimes?

While the cause of criminality is still inexplicable, the cure is necessarily even more so. Is better education the answer? Harsher punishment? More intrusive social intervention?

Comprehension

1. What is the unexpressed assumption in the first paragraph, and especially the first sentence?
2. What is the taxpayers' complaint?
3. What are copy-cat crimes?

- per capita: by or for each individual
- bill: cost
- genetics: the genetic properties or makeup of an organism or group
- alienate: lose the friendship or support of (sb); cause (sb) to become emotionally isolated
- peer pressure: a strong feeling that one must do the same things as other people of one's age in order to gain popularity
- upheaval: a sudden and violent disturbance
- switch-over: the act or process of changing from one thing to another
- inexplicable: incapable of being explained
- necessarily: as a necessary result; inevitably
- intrude: break or come in without being wanted or asked
Express Yourself

1. What causes people to commit crimes?
2. How can criminality be reduced?
3. Have you ever broken the law? If so, what were the circumstances?
4. Is it fair to use public money to feed, house, and clothe criminals? Give them medical treatment and educational/vocational opportunities?
5. Why is juvenile delinquency\(^1\) on the rise?
6. Are laws too permissive?
7. Do you think the punishment of a first-time offender should be commuted?\(^2\)
8. Should parents be responsible for their children’s actions?
9. In what way (if any) is society responsible for criminality?
10. What is the most effective deterrent to heinous\(^3\) acts?

More Talking Points

Briefly define the following crimes and say how you would punish them if you were a judge:

- a. DWI (driving while intoxicated)
- b. Bribery
- c. Defamation of character
- d. Forgery
- e. Fraud
- f. Robbery
- g. Rape (including date rape and marital rape)
- h. Shoplifting
- i. Mugging\(^4\)
- i. Adultery
- j. Murder
- k. Sexual harassment
- l. Drug dealing
- m. Prostitution
- n. Vandalism\(^5\)
- n. Littering
- o. Organized crime
- p. Sexual harassment
- p. Gambling
- q. Terrorism
- q. Child molestation
- r. Bigamy
- r. Tax evasion

\(^1\) juvenile delinquency: antisocial or criminal behavior by children or adolescents
\(^2\) commute: reduce (a legal sentence) to a less severe one
\(^3\) heinous: very wicked or evil; horrible
\(^4\) mugging: attacking (sb) with the intent of robbing
\(^5\) vandalism: intentional damage to or destruction of public or private property
Opinion Samples

1. Judges should have some leeway\(^4\) in imposing sentences on first-timers. To some extent, the circumstances, the nature of the crime, and the character of the offender should be taken into account. Particularly in the case of young offenders, the gravity\(^5\) of the situation is not always apparent—until it is too late. Often the procedure of being arrested and tried is itself enough to deter any further criminality, while prison time might just harden the youth to a life of crime. Nevertheless, recidivists\(^4\) should expect to be punished to the maximum extent allowed.

2. Only individuals are responsible for their own behavior. Any attempt to foist\(^4\) the responsibility onto any others' shoulders, whether parents or "society," is doomed to failure.\(^4\) Every person must police himself sufficiently to act in a moral, legal manner, because there are not enough resources available to control the actions of everyone. What society needs to do is clearly and consistently set the rules and outline the penalties for breaking them, and make sure that everyone understands them. Then we can all play together in the football game called life.

3. We cannot avoid our collective responsibility for crimes committed in our midst.\(^4\) If someone is starving, should he be blamed for stealing a piece of bread? If anyone is denied a suitable job or educational opportunity, should he be further punished for trying to improve his station in life by any means available? If a person grows up in an environment without adequate moral guidance, should we be surprised that he doesn't know what standards are expected of him? We need to invest more deeply in effective social programs aimed at alleviating\(^4\) poverty, ignorance, discrimination, and child neglect—these approaches are by no means cheap, but in the long run they are not as expensive as allowing the conditions of criminality to fester.\(^4\)

---

*leeway*: a degree of freedom of action or thought
*gravity*: seriousness; importance
*recidivist*: a person who commits crimes time after time
*foist*: impose (sth) upon another by coercion or trickery
*doomed to failure*: sure to fail
*midst*: the position of being among other things or parts
*alleviate*: make (sth) easier to bear; relieve; lessen
*fester*: be or become a source of irritation
Useful Expressions

1. Society invites the crime, and criminals accept the invitation.

2. The death penalty may not eliminate crime, but it stops repeaters.

3. The average crime expert seems to know everything about crime except how to reduce it.

4. The best way to put down crime is to stop putting up with it.

5. Gossip is one form of crime for which the law provides no punishment.

6. Judges certainly are getting tougher on criminals. They're giving them much longer suspended sentences.

7. Criminals seem to know their rights better than their wrongs.

8. The dumbest criminal on earth is the one who holds up a group of tourists on their way home from Las Vegas.

9. If a man defrauds you one time, he's a rascal; if he does it twice, you're a fool.

- put up with: endure (sb) or (sth) without complaint
- sentence: a court judgment
- defraud: take (sth) from (sb) by dishonest methods
- rascal: a dishonest person
Today communication methods are becoming more diverse as technology advances. Everybody has a telephone at home plus a mobile phone, and many people with some knowledge of computers can communicate with each other around the clock* on global networks. These communication skills are becoming a part of our life.

However, the traditional forms of communication are still hard to replace and may even be gaining influence over people's minds. For example, a letter makes people more pleased than just a phone call, even if there is no difference in the message. The more technology develops, the more people seem to miss the personal touch.

*around the clock: for the entire 24-hour day without pause
Comprehension

1. What modern communication devices are mentioned?
2. In spite of the plethora of instantaneous communications available, what seems to be happening?
3. Why does this seem to be so?

Express Yourself

1. Talk about the differences between making a phone call and writing a letter.
2. How often do you call your parents?
3. What do you usually talk about when you call them?
4. Do you think it's okay to use company phones for personal business?
5. Do you have a mobile phone? Why or why not?
6. When did you last write a letter?
7. How often do you write letters to your friends or family?
8. Which do you prefer, writing a letter or just calling up?
9. How many letters did you write to your wife or husband before you were married?
10. What was the most impressive letter you ever received?
11. Do you use the internet?
12. What kind of information do you get from the internet?
13. Talk about common courtesy in using mobile phones in public areas.

- plethora: an amount, number or quantity that is too much
- available: capable of being obtained
Opinion Samples

1. Phones have become ubiquitous around the world. Nearly everyone uses them at least once every day to conduct business or just to chat. Even proposing over the phone does not sound ridiculous anymore. Nevertheless, letters have not lost their power to move people. Mail still makes us seem special or important. So, if you really want to communicate some special feeling, or celebrate some special occasion, you may want to express yourself on paper if you really want your message to be remembered.

2. I know there are many merits in having a beeper or a mobile phone, and there are many inconveniences I have to suffer by not carrying it, but I still resist wearing one. I would feel like I was wearing a dog collar if I had a mobile phone, and that someone was always watching me. I want to feel free wherever I am, and it is my own choice to contact someone or to be contacted. I know time is running against me, and I will have to carry a mobile phone sooner or later. But I do not want to be reduced to being a line in a switchboard.

- ubiquitous: being or seeming to be everywhere at the same time
- propose: make a proposal, especially an offer of marriage
- time is running against: getting older, having less time left to accomplish something
Useful Expressions

1. With telephone rates due to go up again, we begin to wonder if what we have to say is still worth saying.

2. You're definitely middle age when the telephone rings and you hope it's not for you.

3. Only an optimist thinks the woman in the phone booth will be right out because he heard her say goodbye.

4. Can you imagine anyone being as unhappy as a woman with a live secret and a dead phone?

5. When a man answers the phone he reaches for a pencil; when a woman answers she reaches for a chair.

6. Women and telephones repeat what they hear, but only the telephone repeats it exactly.

7. To make a long story short, try long distance.
Despite harsh anti-smoking laws, many people continue to light up. Around the world, legislators have tried to eradicate smoking by restricting smoking areas, banning or limiting tobacco ads, imposing steep taxes, and putting ominous health warnings on cigarette packages. But the addictive habit is too strong to be ended overnight. The number of young smokers is rapidly growing. Some kids are curious, and others blindly imitate adults. An even larger portion of young smokers bend to peer pressure. Another problem is that many governments rely heavily on income generated by cigarette sales, so that they are reluctant to crack down aggressively. They don’t seem to realize that skyrocketing health costs will outpace current incomes sometime soon.

Governments are even less aggressive in their attacks against alcohol. Perhaps this is because of the miserable failure of a famous attempt. In the 1920s the United States had prohibited the sale, transport, and manufacture of liquor. The idea was that society would benefit in many ways—not only by removing obvious bad effects associated with drunkenness and alcoholism, including accidents, lost work, chronic poverty, and spousal abuse, but also by reducing the incidence of other social evils such as gambling and prostitution (since most of the drinking was in saloons rather than at home).

- *eradicate*: get rid of (ath); destroy
- *ominous*: being a sign of trouble or danger
- *crack down*: take severe measures, especially in enforcing regulations
- *chronic*: lasting for a long time or often repeated
- *prostitution*: the practice of performing sexual acts for pay
But since many people simply ignored the law and drank anyhow, the main difference was that they had to resort to expensive, illegal methods of obtaining spirits. The result was that organized crime grew tremendously rich and powerful. The gangs that profited most also committed many more violent murders, bribed even more public officials, and sponsored even more casinos and brothels. After about a decade of Prohibition, the Americans gave up on the attempt.

Comprehension

1. Name three ways governments have tried to control smoking.
2. Why do youngsters usually begin smoking?
3. What is the problem with the unaggressive policies most governments follow in regard to smoking?
4. Why did Prohibition fail?

- spirits: alcoholic drinks
- brothel: a house of prostitution
- Prohibition: the period from 1920 to 1933, when the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverage was illegal in the United States
- in regard to: with respect to; about
Express Yourself

1. Do you smoke? Why or why not?
2. How many cigarettes do you smoke a day?
3. Do you think you could quit if you wanted to?
4. Have you ever tried to quit smoking? Why or why not?
5. Are you worried about smoke-related diseases?
6. Do you smoke inside the house?
7. Are you worried about second-hand smoke?
8. What do you think about a law that bans smoking in public places?
9. Do you think cigarettes are expensive?
10. What would you do if you noticed your child smoking?
11. What do you think about women smoking?
12. Do you drink?
13. Are you a social drinker? 
14. What kind of liquor do you usually drink?
15. How often do you drink?
16. Does your job force you to drink?

Opinion Samples

1. Smokers complain whenever cigarette prices go up. But I don't think cigarettes are very expensive considering the bad effects of smoking. Smoking gives us many kinds of disease and increases medical costs all over the world. Through additional taxes, smokers must pay their share of this uncalculated medical bill.

2. I don't think there is any difference between men and women smoking. If men can smoke anywhere, women should be able to also. The only exception I would make to this policy is respecting pregnant women, since smoking can adversely affect their unborn babies. Adults may have the right to injure their own health, but not to damage their unwitting offspring. The same goes for drinking and taking other drugs as well.

- social drinker: one who drinks lightly, primarily at parties to be polite or convivial
- respecting: concerning
- adverse: not favorable; going against or in an opposite direction
- unwitting: not knowing; unaware
Useful Expressions

1. The best way to stop smoking cigarettes is to marry a woman who objects to it.

2. Some people feel that a cigarette is not harmful if they borrow it from somebody else.

3. Why is it that someone who has the fortitude to give up smoking doesn't have the will power to stop bragging about it?

4. There's nothing more stubborn than a drunkard trying to convince you he isn't.

5. As kids, we started smoking cigarettes because we thought it was smart. Why don't we stop smoking for the same reason?

6. When a drunken driver runs into a telephone pole, he blames the pole.

7. It is useless for alcoholics to worry about the future, for there will soon be no future for them to worry about.

8. Warning: Boozers are losers.

9. A heavy drinker insisted that his liquor bill should be deductible as a medical expense. "My friends and I drink to each other's health."

- fortitude: mental and emotional strength in facing difficulty and danger
- brag: boast
- smart: fashionable; intelligent
- boozers: heavy drinkers
Mysteries in Our Lives

We all know life is full of strange occurrences we don't understand. We are often puzzled about people's different actions and about weird occurrences. Some of these mysteries disappear as we become older, but others become even stranger. These are some of life's greatest conundrums.

Mystery 1

One of the greatest mysteries is why a lawnmower that has been allowed to rest all winter refuses to work in the spring.

1. Can you explain why?
2. Do you think this rule can be applied to people? How?
3. What lessons can we learn from this?

Mystery 2

A woman walked into a shoe store and tried on a dozen pairs of shoes without finding a proper fit. Finally, the bored assistant told her, "Madam, we can't fit you because one of your feet is larger than the other." The woman walked out of the store without buying anything.

In the next store, the fitting proved equally difficult. At
last, the smiling assistant explained, “Madam, do you know that one of your feet is smaller than the other?”

The woman left the store happily with two new pairs of shoes under her arm.

1. Why didn’t she buy anything in the first store?
2. Why did she buy shoes in the second store?
3. Why did she buy two pairs of shoes instead of one?
4. Do you think the woman’s behavior is stereotypical? Is this the way “all” women act? Or is it merely a “human” trait she displays?

Mystery 3

The next time you’re in a meeting, look around and identify the yes-butters, the not-nowers and the why-notters. Why-notters move the world.

1. Who are yes-butters?
2. Who are not-nowers?
3. Who are why-notters?
4. Do you think why-notters are always right?
5. What are the strong points of the not-nowers?
6. What are the weak points of the yes-butters?

Mystery 4

Today everyone is interested in physical fitness due to current fashion. All that stretching, reaching, pulling, bending, sucking in—and that’s just to get into the jeans!

identify: recognize (sb) or (sth) as a certain person or thing
fitness: the state or condition of being physically fit, especially as the result of exercise and proper nutrition
sucking in: squeezing the stomach in
1. Is physical fitness socially important?
2. Do you personally care about your physical condition?
3. What attitude supports the fashion industry?

**Mystery 5**

Happiness is like a cat: if you try to coax it, it will avoid you, but if you pay no attention to it, it will rub against your legs and spring unbidden into your lap.

1. Do you agree?
2. Does love behave the same way as happiness?
3. How about money?
4. What about a woman—is she catlike, too? A man?

**Mystery 6**

Would you want any of the following? Why or why not?

1. Coffee without caffeine.
2. Beer without alcohol.
3. An alarm clock that rings just once.
4. A watch that never runs slow or fast.
5. A wife who never nags.
6. A pill that could prolong your life to 200 years.
7. A marriage without conflict.
8. A friend who never needs your help or advice.
9. A fortune inherited by your parents.
10. The money won by a lottery ticket.
Mystery 7

If you can look back on your life with contentment, you have one of man’s most precious gifts—a selective memory.

1. What does “selective memory” mean?
2. What does the writer think about our lives?
3. What is the most frustrating aspect of your own past?

Mystery 8

Usually a husband regards himself as the head of the household, and the pedestrian thinks he has the right of way. And these are usually harmless beliefs, in the abstract. Disillusion sets in only when we try to prove them.

1. What does this mean?
2. Who is the boss in your family?
3. Could you accept your wife being the boss in your family?

Mystery 9

At age 20, we worry about what others think of us. At 40, we don’t care what they think. At 60, we find that they haven’t paid any mind to us at all.

1. Why are the young so concerned about others’ opinions?
2. Why are the middle-aged unconcerned?
3. What have the elderly discovered about themselves?
4. Discuss how our spending and dress habits change as we age.
Mystery 10

A rich man once asked a friend, “Why am I criticized for being miserly? Everyone knows I will leave everything to charity when I die.”

“Well,” said the friend, “let me tell you about the pig and the cow. The pig was lamenting to the cow one day about how unpopular he was. ‘People are always talking about your gentleness and your kind eyes,’ said the pig. ‘Sure, you give milk and cream, but I give more. I give bacon, ham, bristles. They even pickle my feet! Still nobody likes me. Why is this?’

“The cow thought a minute and then replied, ‘Well, maybe it’s because I give while I’m still living.’”

1. Why is it better to give while we are alive? Who benefits more, the giver or the receiver?
2. Should we give to make ourselves feel better, or to make others feel better?
3. Which is better, giving it all away or none of it?

- bristle: short, stiff hair
- pickle: soak (sth) in vinegar and spices
Useful Expressions

1. You are never given enough time or money.
   →

2. The solution to a problem changes the nature of the problem.
   →

3. It's always the partner's fault.
   →

4. When the plane you are on is late, the plane you want to transfer to is on time.
   →

5. If people listened to themselves more often, they would talk less.
   →

6. Create a need and fill it.
   →

7. Nobody notices the big errors.
   →

8. Don't worry over what other people think about you. They're too busy worrying about what you think of them.
   →

9. If the shoe fits, it's ugly.
   →

10. As soon as you sit down to a cup of hot coffee, your boss will ask you to do something which will last until the coffee is cold.
    →

*Transfer: change from one form of public transportation to another*
Topical Dialogues

EXPRESS YOURSELF (1)

PART (2)
M: Would you like to do something with me this Saturday?
F: Like what?
M: Oh, I don't know. I like lots of different things. We could go dancing.
F: Oh, I used to dance a lot. But I don't know any of the new steps. What else would you like to do?
M: How about dinner and a movie?
F: Oh, I'm on a diet. And I don't see many movies. But I like to listen to music.
M: Me too. Pop or classical?
F: Oh, anything, I guess. But I'm starting to be interested in jazz.
M: I know a little club where they play live jazz music. They even let people in the audience jam with them sometimes.
F: Oh, no, I can't play. I just like to listen.
M: Well, did you know that I play the saxophone?

---

*jam*: get involved at a gathering by playing music or dancing informally, without preplanning
F : No, really? With them?
M : Not yet, but I'm practicing. Maybe you can be at my debut!
F : Great! What time will you pick me up on Saturday?
F: Slow down!
M: I can't! We're late!
F: I'd rather get there late than dead.
M: We wouldn't be so late if you hadn't taken so long to get ready.
F: I don't care, slow down.
M: Don't you trust the way I drive?
F: Not when you drive like this! And besides, it's not just you—there are lots of other drivers on the road, and some of them are really bad. You need to drive more defensively, just in case.
M: Okay, I'll be careful. But I wish you'd stop being a backseat driver.
F: Okay, that's easy! Just let me take the wheel, and I'll get us there safe and sound.
M: No way! Driving is my responsibility, not yours. Just relax.
F: I could relax better if you'd slow down and watch what you're doing.

-drive defensively: operate a road vehicle in such a manner that primary consideration is given to the behavior of other drivers in an effort to anticipate and avoid accidents
-just in case: as a way of being safe from something that might happen or might be true
-backseat driver: an automobile passenger who offers the driver directions, instructions, advice, or criticism that is not asked for
-take the wheel: drive instead of someone else
-safe and sound: unharmed, especially after being in danger
M: I could watch what I'm doing better if I didn't have to argue with you.
F: All right, I'll be quiet. Just slow down. I don't care how late we are.
M: Fine! But don't complain later on because we didn't get there on time.
F: I won't.

Questions

1. What does "backseat driver" mean?
2. Why should people drive defensively?
3. What do you think the relationship is between the 2 people in the dialogue? Why?
Meals

F : Let's go out to eat.
M : Okay. What would you like?
F : Hmmm. I haven't had pizza in a long time.
M : Me either. But don't you think that's too fattening?
F : Once in a while won't hurt.
M : All right, if you insist.
F : If you want, you can have a salad while I eat my pizza.
M : But a salad isn't very filling by itself. So I guess I'll have some pizza too.
F : Fine. Where do you want to go?
M : Let's find someplace new. I'm tired of the usual pizza restaurants.
F : There's a new one that just opened up. It's supposed to be pretty good.
M : Sounds great to me. Just give me a few minutes to get ready.
F : While you get ready, I'll get some money.
M : Don't bother, I have plenty.
F : Okay. But hurry up. I'm getting hungry just thinking about it.
M : Me too.

Questions

1. Where are they going to eat? Why?
2. Do you like fast food restaurants? When? Why or why not?
3. Name at least three items served at fast food restaurants.

-fatten: make or become fat
-filling: having lots of calories
M: Oh, I feel so tired this morning.
F: You! You kept me awake all night with your tossing and turning. Most nights I just have to put up with your snoring, but last night was worse.
M: It must have been something I ate.
F: But what could it be? You just had the usual food, didn't you?
M: I guess so. Maybe it just wasn't cooked well.
F: Thanks a lot!⁴
M: No, I mean, maybe it was spoiled or something.
F: I think it's stress. Is everything okay at work?
M: Yes, nothing different.
F: Then it must be our marriage! What's wrong? Are you seeing some other woman?
M: No, of course not. I don't have enough time or enough money to do so.
F: Then what can the matter be?
M: I don't know. It's probably just nerves.⁴ I'm sure I'll be okay tonight.
F: I sure hope so. We both need plenty of beauty sleep!⁴
M: Hey, speak for yourself.⁴

Questions

1. Why didn't he sleep well? Why didn't she?
2. Is there a difference between "stress" and "nerves" in this case? What do you think is the difference between "nerves" and "nerve"?
3. What do you guess "beauty sleep" means?

- tossing and turning: moving about from side to side or moving around a lot in bed
- Thanks a lot!: cynical, ironic remark meaning its opposite
- nerves: nervousness
- beauty sleep: enough sleep to keep one healthy and looking good
- speak for yourself: telling someone that you do not have the same opinion as that person, or do not fit in the same category
M: Where do you want to go this year for vacation?
F: I don't know, I haven't thought about it yet. I guess it depends on how much time and money I have.
M: Okay, what if time and money were not an issue? What do you think would be the perfect vacation?
F: You'll think this is silly.
M: No I won't, I promise.
F: If I could do anything, I'd like to get a cabin someplace in the Rockies and just spend a week or two fishing. Maybe I wouldn't even need a cabin—just staying in a tent might be better.
M: That sounds real terrible to me. Boring. Uncomfortable. The mosquitoes would drive me crazy.
F: I knew you'd laugh.
M: No I didn't. I don't think it's funny at all—I just don't think it would be much fun.
F: Then what would you like to do instead?
M: I think I'd want to take a month off and just tour all the churches and art museums in Italy.
F: Talk about boring! One “Madonna and Child”* and you've seen them all!

---

* Madonna and Child: Mary and the infant Jesus, a common theme in Renaissance art.
M: No, I don't think so. Every one of them moves me in a different way. And of course there are other subjects of paintings, not to mention all the sculpture and architecture. I’d just like to absorb all that Renaissance culture into my pores, and come back a deeper, richer human being.

F: I wouldn’t mind absorbing the Italian sunlight out along some Mediterranean beach, but you can keep all that art stuff.

M: So let’s go there then. You can stay at the beach all day while I go museum hopping. If we went to the Rockies, you’d have a good time, but I wouldn’t have anything to do.

F: Sure you would. You could clean and cook all those fish I’d catch.

Questions

1. What is the difference between “fun” and “funny”?
2. A “culture vulture” is a person who indiscriminately associates himself with museums and galleries of “high art” because he wants to impress others as a “cultured” person. Do you know anyone like that? Can you give us some examples of his behavior?
3. As more people become urbanized, they often want to give up the comforts of city life to go camping, even under very difficult circumstances. Are you one of those people? How often do you go camping? Where?

- *not to mention*: in addition to
- *pore*: a very small opening, as in the skin or a leaf
- *urbanize*: take on the characteristics of a city
M : Hey, happy birthday.
F : Why, thank you. That's very kind of you.
M : I got you a little gift. I know it isn't much. But I hope you like it.
F : But it's the thought that counts. I love it!
M : So how would you like to celebrate the occasion?
F : Oh, I don't know. How about a movie?
M : A movie it is! There's that new one with Harrison Ford, how's that?
F : That sounds pretty good. Are you going to throw in dinner and dancing too?
M : Your wish is my command.
F : Candy? Flowers?
M : Candy and flowers it is! When do you want to start?
F : How about 8:00? That sounds like a good time.

*count* : have importance or value
*throw in* : add (as a bonus)
*Your wish is my command* : the standard response of a genie to its master
M: Okay. I'll make us reservations at the restaurant of your choice, and I'll be back here at 8:00 sharp.
F: I'll be ready.
M: Great! I'm really looking forward to this.
F: Me, too. Even though it means I'm another year older.
M: You look younger than ever.

Questions

1. How will they celebrate her birthday?
2. What is the drawback to having a birthday celebration every year?
3. Can you find any instance of flattery?

reservation: a way of having space, as in a hotel or on an airplane, saved or held in advance
drawback: an undesirable feature; disadvantage
flattery: excessive or insincere praise
M: What ever happened to Janet?
F: Janet who? Oh! Janet! I don't know. I haven't thought about her for a long time.
M: But you used to be so close.
F: I thought so too. But when she split up with her husband she had a tough time getting along with anyone. I tried to be a good friend for her when I thought she needed me, but I guess we just saw things differently.
M: Why? What happened?
F: Well, I kept trying to get her to talk about her problem and get it out of her system, but she just clammed up. I tried everything!
M: Maybe you shouldn't have tried so hard and just let her talk about what she was comfortable with.
F: All she ever did was go on and on about unimportant things, instead of confronting her situation head-on.

*split up: end a relationship*
*get it out of her system: not hold (a worry) in*
*clammed up: refuse to talk; stop talking*
*head-on: direct*
M : I guess that's the way she tried to deal with it. Maybe it was just too painful for her to deal with it openly. Maybe she just needed a kind of accomplice\(^1\) to help her forget.

F : You could be right. But the experts all say that's the wrong thing to do if we ever want to get over\(^2\) it.

M : Yeah, but perhaps she needed a sympathetic listener instead of an expert. You should have just let her take her mind off her problem\(^3\) until she was ready to open up.

F : But I was only trying to help. The best way I knew how. Maybe we weren't as close as I thought.

Questions

1. What ever happened to Janet?
2. How did the woman in the dialogue want to help Janet?
3. What does the man think she did wrong?

---

\(^{1}\) accomplice : a person who helps another person do something wrong or illegal

\(^{2}\) get over : recover from

\(^{3}\) take her mind off her problem : distract her or allow her to think about something else
F: Why don't you take up a hobby instead of just sitting around the house all the time?

M: I work hard all day, all week. So when I'm not working I like to just relax.

F: But I don't think it's good for your health. You should exercise more, or at least do something mentally active. Otherwise, I'm afraid you'll become a real bore.

M: When I was a kid I used to have a new "hobby" every week. It drove my parents nuts. If I wasn't out collecting junk, I was trying to become a juggler or a guitar player or something.

F: Why did you stop?

M: I never really stayed very interested in any of them. I'd try something for a little while and then get bored and move on to something else. I guess I ran out of possibilities, or at least got tired of looking for new ones.

F: But aren't you afraid of losing your zest for life?

M: No, I like my work and it keeps me active, both mentally and physically. And I have a good time in my relationships, you know that.

F: But you need something to do the rest of the time.

- take up: accept; develop an interest in or devotion to (sth)
- bore: an uninteresting or tiresome person or thing
- zest: interest; spirited enjoyment
M : I don't need any artificial stimulation, I just like to relax sometimes, completely, without having to move or think about anything for a while. I'm just charging up my batteries for the next day, that's all.

F : But I'm concerned about your long-term situation. Everybody needs to do something interesting with their lives.

M : Well, would you prefer me the way I am or, if I spent all my spare time doing something by myself, too self-absorbed in it to pay attention to you?

F : How about if we both did something fun together, like join a bowling league?

M : How about if we took up sitting around the house together, relaxing? That's my idea of a great hobby!

Questions

1. What reasons are given for taking up a hobby?
2. What excuses does the man have for not doing so?
3. What is his idea of the perfect hobby?

-charge up one's batteries: rest or relax in order to get back his or her energy

-league: an association of sports teams or clubs that usually compete with each other
F: What are you doing now?
M: I'm planning on how to open my own business.
F: What, again?
M: Don't be so sarcastic. ¹
F: Why not? You go through this routine every year or two, but nothing ever comes of it.
M: But this time it'll be different.
F: What makes you think so?
M: The internet has opened up infinite possibilities. For almost no money I can advertise around the world and communicate with buyers and sellers globally—instantly!
F: Okay, fine. What are you going to deal in?
M: I'm going to be an idea entrepreneur. ²
F: A what?
M: I'm going to advise people and corporations on ways to make money.
F: Well, you've certainly been thinking about those things for a long time....
M: Thank you.
F: ...But on the other hand, you've never made money on any of them.
M: I've never lost any money, either. I just never had the capital ³ I needed to get started. But this way I don't have to spend anything at all, I just have to come up with clever but practical ideas. Someone else will have to take all the risk, and I can just sit back and watch the commissions ⁴ come rolling in.
F: Well, good luck.
M: You don't sound like you really mean it.

¹ sarcastic: sharply mocking or ironic
² entrepreneur: a person who organizes and operates a business enterprise and takes the risks involved
³ capital: wealth in the form of money or property that has accumulated in a business and is often used to create more wealth
⁴ commission: money in the form of a fee or a percentage of a price paid to a salesperson or agent for services
F: I don't. But you're right about one thing at least.
M: What's that?
F: You never have any capital, so you can never actually lose money.

Questions

1. What is an idea entrepreneur?
2. How has the internet changed the way business can be done?
3. Why hasn't he ever lost any money? Does that make him a success?
Men & Women

F: I've got an idea.
M: What's that?
F: Well, now that we have a kid coming, we can't both work, right? One of us has to stay at home.
M: That's right.
F: I suggest that I go on with my job as soon as I can, and you stay home.
M: So I'm going to become a househusband, while you become the breadwinner.*
F: That's right. I figure that my long-term prospects for making a lot of money are better than yours, based on our majors. So we should maximize our advantage.
M: Well, I'm tired of working so hard every day anyway. It's a chore having to get up before the sun every morning, spending all day either bored out of mind or having too much to do, then going out with the boys for a few drinks and getting home late all the time. I for one* look forward to the change.
F: On the other hand, I've always enjoyed the challenges of my job and can hardly wait to get even more responsibility. It's a real thrill to work real hard on a project and see it through to completion. If I were home all day, I'd be bored out of my mind.
M: No, you miss the point. It'll be great to be master of my own time. Maybe not at first—a newborn would sort of* set my schedule for me.

*breadwinner: a person who earns money to support a household
*I for one: personally
*sort of: somewhat
F: They certainly do!
M: But as time goes by, the kid becomes more and more independent. Pretty soon he’s outdoors playing or watching television on his own—and then he’s in school all day!
F: He or she, you mean.
M: Of course. The way I figure, as soon as that happens I’ve got it made. I’ll have almost all day to myself.
F: Wait a minute. At the end of a hard day at work I don’t expect to come home to a pigsty.
M: And I don’t expect you to. And I don’t want to live in a mess myself. But I figure I can do all the housework in an hour or less, and the shopping in another hour or so. And cooking might take another hour. So, in a worst-case scenario I’ll have a three-hour day! That’s certainly better than the 9 or 10—or more!—that I have to put in now!
F: That’s what’s so terrible, in my opinion. I don’t mind the hours at work, as long as I’m doing something important. But I don’t know what I’d do with a lot of extra time on my hands.
M: I know what I’d do! Exercise, spend some time outdoors. Take up some hobbies that I’ve always been interested in. Maybe do some painting. Write that novel I’ve always wanted to do, and maybe even make some money with it. And at night and on weekends I wouldn’t be too tired to go out and visit some friends. Oh, I’m really looking forward to it! When can we start?

-figure: conclude, believe, or predict (sth); consider to be reasonable or expected
-pigsty: a dirty or very untidy place
F: Well, you know, there's still time to finalize the arrangements. The baby won't be born for several months yet, and then I'll probably have to take some further time off from work...

M: Maybe not, if you don't want to. Most new mothers can leave the hospital in a day or so and return to normal activity almost immediately.

F: I know that, but I think I'd like to play the Mommy role for a while, at least—if you don't mind!

M: No, no, that's fine. Take as much time as you like. But I need to have some idea. I can't just quit without notice.*

F: So why don't we just say six months from now? At that time, I'll take over the family's financial responsibilities and you're in charge of the household.

M: Good. And so in six months you'll start turning over your salary to me so I can manage it, right?

F: Hey, I didn't say that. I think if I work for it I should keep it.

M: But what about me? I have expenses too, you know, especially since I have to do the shopping and take care of the house, I always need some money on hand.*

F: OK, I'll give you an allowance. Just like now.

M: But now I work all day and give you my pay every month. If we're going to reverse roles, it should be the other way, don't you think?

F: That's right. The roles will be reversed, but not all the functions. That's why I'm going to continue to be in charge of the finances.* I've had lots of experience, and you haven't had any.

*notice: advance warning of an intention to quit some job, usually 1 or 2 months ahead
*turn over: transfer, give
*on hand: available
*finances: monetary resources
M: But if I have all these home and childrearing duties—If I'm in charge of the household, I should be the one to handle the finances too!
F: Why? Just because your parents did it that way?
M: I'm not your slave! I have rights too, don't I?
F: Of course, dear. We'll talk about it later.

Questions

1. Why does she think her earnings potential is greater than his?
2. Which one of them likes his/her job? How can you tell?
3. What do you think about their proposed arrangements?

*rear: care for (a child or animal) during the early stages of life
*potential: capacity for growth or development
F: What do you think you're doing?
M: Oh, I was just a little hungry, so I thought I'd have a little snack.
F: But don't you realize what time it is? The worst thing you can do is eat and go directly to sleep. You don't get to burn any of the calories off, and it all turns to fat.
M: But it's just an apple.
F: I don't care, it's still too late to eat. And besides, apples have a lot of sugar.
M: What made you such an expert all of a sudden?
F: Ever since I saw the doctor last week I've been worried about my health. As we get older, our metabolism changes, and we don't burn off as much fat as we used to. So we either have to eat less or exercise more—or both.
M: Well, you know I already do that. I take a walk every morning and I eat smaller helpings. That's probably why I'm so hungry now, in fact.
F: No, you had enough. You just think you're hungry. It's just a habit.
M: Tell my stomach that! My tummy thinks somebody must have cut my throat.

*metabolism*: the process in a living thing that makes growth and action possible
*helping*: a portion of food for one person
*tummy*: the human stomach or belly
F: Your tummy's going to think somebody cut your heart out when you have your stroke* or coronary.* And then what?
M: But I'm in pretty good health. You know I stopped smoking, and I hardly ever drink any more. Plus my walking and diet. I don't even eat ice cream anymore.
F: That's terrific. Keep up the good work.
M: But what's the point of living a long life if we can't enjoy ourselves any more?
F: Okay, eat the apple. Eat two or three of them. After all, it's your funeral! But don't say I didn't warn you.
M: Okay, maybe I'll just have a glass of water.
F: Now you're talking.* I'll get it for you.

Questions

1. What's the problem with eating late at night?
2. What happens when we get older? How can we correct the problem?
3. What kind of exercise program do you follow?

*stroke: sudden damage to blood vessels in the brain that causes loss of muscular control
*coronary: a heart attack
*Now you are talking: It's a good idea.
Good Habits & Bad

M: Can you please hurry up!
F: Why?
M: My favorite program will come on TV in 15 minutes. I never miss it.
F: Well, I'll try. But the traffic's pretty bad, and I don't want to have a wreck.
M: You're doing fine, we'll make it. Just hurry up a little more.
F: Okay, but light me a cigarette okay? It helps me concentrate.
M: You know, that isn't really true. Nicotine is actually a stimulant, it makes us more nervous, not more relaxed.
F: What do you know? You don't smoke.
M: No, that's one bad habit that never interested me. I can't imagine why people want to fill up their lungs with smoke and soot and all kinds of dangerous chemicals. You don't have to be a genius to figure out that this would be bad for your health.
F: Yeah, I remember someone once saying, "I don't smoke. The cigarette is what smokes—I'm just the sucker at the other end."
M: But you continue to smoke anyway?
F: Sure, why not? I enjoy smoking. But I can stop any time I want to.
M: It's easy, right? So you've stopped dozens of times already?
F: I don't smoke that much actually, maybe a pack a day. So I don't think it's all that unhealthy. Not like drinking or drug addiction.
M: Yeah, I agree those problems are worse.—Can you step on it a little, my show's almost on.—But at least alcoholics can find help if they want it.
F: But how does anyone know if he's an alcoholic?

+wreck: the destruction of (a vehicle) in a collision
+stimulant: something, especially a drug, that temporarily increases activity
+soot: a fine black powdery substance consisting chiefly of carbon and produced when wood, coal, or other fuels burn incompletely
+sucker: a person who is easily fooled; something that sucks (air in)
M: He has to have a drink all the time, he can't function if he's sober.

F: What about you?

M: I'm certainly no alcoholic. I'm a social drinker. I always make sure I eat something spicy before I drink, and basically I know what my limits are.

F: So you never drink except when you're with other people?

M: Well, maybe a drink or two after a meal to help digest the food. Sometimes, one in the morning to help me wake up—

F: How can that be? Alcohol is a depressant, not a stimulant—

M: —and one just before bed so I can get right to sleep. Maybe a couple when I get home from work to relax me. But I'm always in control of my drinking, it's just the other way around. And please hurry up!

F: I'm trying. You know, it's funny, if you didn't keep telling me to go faster, I could probably drive all the way home without thinking about driving at all. Like on autopilot or something.

M: Don't talk, just move it. We're almost late.

Questions

1. How many habitual behaviors can you identify in the dialogue? Name them.

2. "Denial" is a psychological rejection of reality, or an underestimation of the true situation, in order to justify the continuation of that condition. Can you find any examples?

3. Can you spot any misconceptions expressed by the two speakers?

-function: work; operate
-sober: not intoxicated or affected by the use of alcoholic beverages or drugs
-social drinker: one who drinks lightly, primarily at parties to be polite or convivial
F: Do you want to go for a drive?
M: Sure! Where do you want to go?
F: No place in particular. I just want to get out of the house and cruise around a bit.
M: Okay. But can we be back in an hour or less? I still have some work to do.
F: Sure thing. I promise.
M: Why don't we run up to the park by the river, that should be a pleasant little ride.
F: Sounds OK by me. Do you want to take anything along?
M: Maybe we should take some sodas. And some sandwiches. We can eat in the car and then we don't have to worry about having lunch.
F: All right, you fix the sandwiches while I change my clothes. Anything else?
M: Some CDs to listen to.
F: That's a good idea. Get something soft and romantic.
M: Soft and romantic, okay. Some mood music to dine by. And we should take the dogs along, too. They've been pretty much cooped up in the house all week, some fresh air would do them good.

coop up: confine (sb) or (sth); shut in
F: Well, if you insist. But what started out as a simple drive is becoming a global expedition. By the time we're finally ready to go, your hour will be up.

M: Okay, why don't you go without me. Just you and the dogs and the soft music. I'll keep the sandwiches here with me, for when you get back.

Questions

1. Where do they have to be?
2. What are they going to take with them?
3. Is the final resolution fair, do you think? Why (not)?

-expedition: a trip made by a group of people with a definite purpose
-resolution: a decision to do (sth)
M: I was reading a really interesting book today.
F: Really? What's so interesting about it?
M: Well, although it's supposed to be just a practice book for conversational situations, I find it full of humor and wisdom sometimes too.
F: Can you give me an example?
M: Many! But I saw a good one just today. The book said, "It is certainly true that spending money wisely requires a lot of practice."
F: What's so wise about that? I thought everybody knew that.
M: Well, it got me to thinking, anyway. It occurred to me that, as far as my wife is concerned, spending money sure does take a lot of practice. She practices as hard as she can, every day.
F: Well, you know, women have a "spending gene" that men don't have. At least, that's what I've heard.
M: I'm sure you're right. If she sees a 50% Off sale, she buys two—even if she doesn't particularly need even one. That way she saves twelve as much money. It's her form of investing, I guess.
F: But don't you think men are just as bad? Instead of spending their money on practical items, like clothing and make-up, they want big, expensive things like extravagant cars or stereo equipment or cameras. Computers. That sort of thing.
M: Maybe so, but at least it's their money to spend. They work for it. They should be able to spend it any way they please.
F: And you don’t think that women earn their spending money? You think housework and childcare and home management aren’t full-time jobs that shouldn’t be compensated?¹

M: No, no. Of course not. It’s just that they spend so much time shopping! Men usually know what they want and how much they’re willing to pay in advance, so it’s just a matter of finding a merchant. But women! They spend hours going from store to store, touching everything, and buying or not, just on a whim.⁴

F: But you miss the point. Shopping is just a way to spend time talking with my girl friends. It’s better than just sitting in a coffee shop and gossiping⁵ about our husbands.

M: You’re right about that, at least!

Questions

1. Is there really a “spending gene”? If not, why do you think male and female attitudes towards shopping are usually so different?
2. In what sense are clothing and make-up “practical”? Do you accept the notion that they are?
3. The only difference between men and boys is in the cost and size of their toys. Do you agree with this sentiment?⁴

¹ compensate: make satisfactory payment to (sb); reimburse
² whim: a sudden idea
³ gossip: trivial talk, often involving rumors of people and their personal affairs
⁴ sentiment: an opinion; a view
F: We all know that the Wright brothers invented the airplane, right?
M: Sure.
F: And Isaac Watt the steam engine?
M: Yeah.
F: And Alexander Graham Bell the telephone?
M: Of course.
F: And a bunch of things are linked to Edison—electric lights, movies, the phonograph....
M: Absolutely. Where are we going with this?
F: Well, who invented the automobile? Henry Ford?
M: No. By the time he came along, cars had been around for a long time. But they were luxury items. What he invented was the assembly line, the process that made mass production possible—and made cars affordable by anyone.
F: Okay, you're so smart—then who invented the car?
M: That's a real good question. And the answer is that, technically speaking, no one did.

-bunch: a considerable number of amount
-affordable: not too expensive
F : What do you mean by that?
M : Beginning in the late 1860s, various components were separately invented—such as the internal combustion engine. And eventually someone had the bright idea of putting them together and patenting* the automobile.
F : What was the problem?
M : His patent design was too specific. The dimensions and placement of the components could be redesigned in lots of ways without affecting the purpose—but in each case it was a different machine than the one the patent called for. So each one was a new “invention” and no one got the credit* for it.
F : Oh, that’s too bad.
M : Yes, and unfair too. But I guess in the real world, one needs to worry just as much about legal and marketing aspects as about engineering principles if one wants to be a successful inventor.
F : Unfortunately, that’s true for all creative enterprises.

Questions

1. What inventions are Koreans given credit for?
2. What is the most important invention ever devised? What is the most important modern invention?
3. What invention-to-come do you think is the most needed?

---

*patent : the right granted to an inventor to be the only manufacturer or seller of an invention for a specified number of years
*call for : require or demand
*credit : approval or praise for some act or quality
Parents & Children

F: Why don't you spend more time with your kids? Take them out to the amusement park all day or something?

M: We do things together. You know we go to a movie or a restaurant all the time. And they feel that they can come talk to me at home anytime, about anything they want to.

F: But why don't you take them to Everland tomorrow?

M: Because it takes all day to get there and do everything, and I don't like the crowds or the waiting in line. But if they want to go, I'll give them the money.

F: The money isn't the point. They need to see more of you.

M: And I like to be with them, too. But we have really different interests. I don't want to go on all those rides—I'd probably throw up* or have a heart attack* or something. But they like it.

F: Then do something else with them. Go on a picnic.

M: You know I work hard all week. I'm seldom home. Weekends are the only chance I have to do my thing—read, work on my hobbies. I'm tired and need to relax.

F: But your kids need to spend time with you too.

M: But why? I don't think they feel neglected.* I'm certainly never angry if they interrupt me, and it's fun sharing my pursuits with them. But, really, we aren't the same age, and we have very different interests. The things I like are pretty boring to them, and I feel the same way about some of their affairs. They should be free to do what makes them happy, and I think I deserve* the same right.

F: Just this once?

M: Okay. If you insist. And I really don't mind, maybe I should do it more often. But I'm also afraid that if I become too much of a buddy* to them, then I can't be a

*throw up: vomit
*heart attack: a sudden dangerous interruption in the normal functioning of the heart
*neglect: ignore or pay no attention to (sb) or (sth)
*deserve: be worthy of (sth)
*buddy: a close friend
very effective parent. When discipline is necessary, it's a lot easier coming from a father than a friend. And I think they'd rather come to me with their problems if they respected my experience and character than if they thought I was just like them and their friends, who don't know much about the world around them. But tomorrow is okay, I'll be glad to go to Everland with them. I even look forward to it. Now, are you happy?

F: Good. That will give me a chance to go shopping with my girl friends.

Questions

1. Why should parents spend more time with their kids?
2. What are the possible drawbacks?
3. Do parents deserve free time of their own?
M: Instead of watching TV tonight, let’s just stay at home and talk.
F: That sounds like a great idea.
M: So, what do you want to talk about?
F: Do we have to have an agenda? Can’t we merely spontaneously discuss whatever pops into our minds?
M: Sure.
M: Any thoughts?
F: Well, hmmm.
M: Ummmm.
F: Have you seen any good movies lately?
M: No. I’ve seen some films, but I didn’t think any of them were very good. How about you?
F: No, I haven’t had any time to. Except for the videos I rent, of course. But most of them seem the same old thing, too.
M: Maybe they don’t look as good on the small screen. A lot of movies need to be seen in the dark, very loud, with the figures bigger than life.
F: You're probably right.

F: I guess that's why I like the soap operas better. They're designed for more intimate viewing, here at home.

F: Anything exciting happen at work?
M: Not really.

F: I guess I don't have much to say tonight, for some reason.
M: Me neither.

F: Want to see if there's anything good on?
M: Sure. Or maybe I can rent a film?

---

**Questions**

1. What does the man want to do tonight? Why?
2. What are the lines of dots supposed to represent in this dialogue?
3. Do you know a good conversationalist? Do you think it is because he or she is a good talker, or a good listener?

---

- *soap opera*: a drama, typically performed as a serial on daytime television, showing daily life and melodrama
- *intimate*: very personal; private
- *conversationalist*: someone whose conversation is intelligent, amusing, and interesting
**Books, Newspapers & Magazines**

M: What are you reading?

F: It's a science fiction novel I found in a bookstore. The cover intrigued me, so I bought it. Now I can't put it down.

M: I never cared much for sci-fi. It always seemed too far-fetched for my taste.

F: Maybe some of it is pretty crazy. But, still, a lot of it is pretty good at predicting what might happen to us and warning us of the consequences if we're not careful.

M: I'm pretty skeptical about that claim. Can you give me just one example?

F: Sure. George Orwell, "1984."

M: But that didn't happen. 1984 came and went, and not one of the predictions turned out to be true.

F: That's because we had been warned about what could happen if we let governments control the flow of information too closely, and took steps to prevent it from happening.

M: Don't you see how unreasonable you're being? If the situation in that book actually existed, you'd say that was proof that Orwell was a good prophet. But since it doesn't exist, you say that his prediction allowed us to avoid the consequences, so in that case he was a great seer too. No matter what happens, the result is the same. You win your argument either way.

F: That's what I mean. That's why it's true.

M: But there's no way to falsify your claim. If every answer is true, then none of them can ever be.

F: I don't understand what you mean.

---

*intrigue:* excite the interest and curiosity of (sb); fascinate

*far-fetched:* hard to believe; improbable

*skeptical:* inclined to have doubt; showing doubt

*turn out:* end up; result

*prophet:* a person who foretells the future

*falsify:* make false or incorrect
M: If I give you a math problem, usually there's only one right answer, right? And all the other, infinite, answers are wrong. But what if I gave you a problem in which every possible solution were correct and none of them could ever be wrong? How could we find out the truth?

Questions

1. What is one purpose for reading science fiction?
2. Do you read sci-fi? Is it the same as or different than reading any other kind of fiction?
3. In your own words, explain the principle of “falsifiability” as a way of discovering the truth. Try to give another example.

*infinite*: having no limit; very great; immense
*falsifiability*: the capacity of being shown to be untrue
M: I sure would like the fame and money that athletes have.
F: Why? Don't you enjoy your privacy?
M: Of course I do! But I'd gladly give it up for a few years. After all, no matter how good I was, it wouldn't last forever. Sooner or later people would forget about me, and I could be as private as I liked.
F: Probably more private than you'd like. It's hard to be ignored if you're used to being the center of attention.
M: Maybe so, at first. But I think I could get used to it. Especially, if I could enjoy all the memories of my athletic excellence.
F: Speaking of which, you don't even get out and exercise regularly!
M: Yes I do! I take a walk early every morning.
F: For five minutes! A brisk walk is great, but it should be at least a half hour.
M: You should talk! How much exercise do you get?
F : You're right. We both need more. Why don't we go out now and play some tennis?
M : I would, but the big game will be on TV in a few minutes. I don't want to miss it. How about tomorrow?
F : How about when it's over, instead?
M : Okay, it's a deal.\(^4\)
F : No more excuses, right?
M : You have my word.\(^4\)
M: All that cramming at the last minute really paid off—I got an A on that test last week.

F: Oh? That's good. But how much do you remember? I mean, if you took the test now, would you still get an A?

M: Mmmmm, maybe not. But if I took it tomorrow, I could still study for it tonight. Then I'd do pretty well, I guess.

F: But what did you learn then?

M: I learned that having an A on your record looks better than any other grade. That will help me get a better job, and having good career prospects will help me find a better mate, and we'll have a happier life.

F: But what did you learn about the subject itself? Why did you take the class if you don't want to learn anything about it? What's the purpose of an education?

M: There are lots of different purposes. Some of them are very practical, like getting a degree and a good GPA—these are important for getting ahead in life. But I admit that there are other purposes too.

F: Such as?

M: Well, I suppose learning how to perform technical tasks—how to do calculus, or calibrate an instrument, or take field notes, or program a computer—stuff like that. I agree that some of these things are necessary, but only insofar as they are actually applicable to my career. I don't think I'll ever have to work out a differential equation if I'm a banker!

F: But what about expanding your intellectual horizons? What about learning to appreciate the importance of the arts, literature, music?

M: Well, maybe they're important. But not right now. They're more like hobbies, I think. Maybe I can learn to love these things when I have more time to enjoy them.
F: But enjoying them and loving them are spiritually important all the time. These are the things that make us human.

M: Okay, if you say so.

F: What about history, philosophy, the social sciences? Don't you think these studies are necessary for human understanding? Aren't these the basis of wisdom?

M: Hey, I didn't go to school to become wise. I figure age and experience are the only things that can give anybody wisdom, not a college degree. I went to school to get a good job, period. Anything else I get is a pleasant bonus, but that's all.

F: But I'm afraid you're shortchanging yourself. You're cheating yourself, depriving yourself. You're missing out on an opportunity to learn these extremely valuable things that you'll probably be too busy to ever come back to again. Once most people finish school, they can never go back. So not taking full advantage of it is a wasted opportunity.

M: Really, I think you're probably right. But the world isn't a perfect place. We don't have the time or the resources to do everything we want. So right now I have to concentrate on my immediate future, and if I succeed, I hope later on I can afford to do some of the things you suggest. Maybe then I'll even appreciate them more. But, at the moment, I just can't do it.

Questions

1. What does cramming mean? Is it a useful learning strategy?
2. Do you think the man is pragmatic about his education or foolish? Why?
3. Is her notion of education the ideal, or is it too idealistic? Explain the distinction between these two terms.

figure: conclude, believe, or predict (sth)
shortchange: swindle, cheat, or trick (sb)
pragmatic: concerned with facts and actual occurrences; practical
idealistic: having the nature of an idealist or idealism
F: I can't take it anymore! Why don't you discipline our son some of the time? He's getting to be more than I can handle.

M: What did he do this time?

F: You name it! Whenever I tell him to do something, he either just ignores me or does the opposite.

M: You need to be consistent. You can't punish him for something part of the time and let him get away with it the rest of the time. He needs to know what the rules are and what will happen if he breaks them.

F: That's easy for you to say. But you don't have to deal with him day in and day out. You're gone all day and most of the night, you only see your son for part of the weekend, and then all you want to do is show him a good time. Meanwhile, I'm the one who has to do all the dirty work. I'm the one who has to punish him. Why can't you do that some of the time and let me be the nice guy?

M: I'm sorry you feel that way. But I really think it's better if just one of us is responsible for discipline. If we both try to do it on our own, we can't maintain any consistency.

*You name it*: used to indicate that (sb) is talking about a very wide range of things.
Pretty soon he’ll be playing us one against the other, getting whatever advantage he can.

F: Okay, we can solve that problem. From now on, you can be the one who does all the disciplining. I resign all responsibility.

M: I'd be glad to do it, but the problem, like you said, is that I'm never home. What can I do, set up a court docket for weekends and dispense judgment that way? It doesn't sound like a very good idea to me.

F: So just because I have to stay home all day, I have to be the bad guy? I don't want my son to hate me all the time while he adores you, because I'm the only one who holds him accountable for his actions.

M: No, I don't blame you. Maybe we can figure out some way of dealing with the situation where it doesn't all have to fall on your shoulders. We can talk about it some more after I get back from his football game.

Questions

1. What philosophy of child-rearing does the father have?
2. What is the wife's complaint about his parenting?
3. Do they reach any sort of solution to the problem?

- playing us one against the other: placing us in competition against ourselves for someone else's advantage
- court docket: a list of cases for trial
- dispense: administer
- accountable: expected or required to take responsibility for one's actions
Crime & Punishment

F: Why did you turn off the TV? The news isn't over yet.
M: I just couldn't take it any more. What is our society becoming? All I see is more crime and violence every day. It didn't used to be this way.
F: I think it's just the media focusing on sensational news stories. Basically, I don't think things have really changed much, we just pay more attention to some aspects of life than we used to.
M: You're being far too indifferent. In order to solve a problem, first you need to be aware of it. And then you need to take effective action.
F: What would you suggest?
M: Stop mollycoddling the criminals, first of all. It's time we stopped slapping their wrists and put some real fear into their hearts. If they get caught breaking the law, they should know they'll be severely punished. Maybe that way they'll think twice.
F: Criminologists can't find any clear evidence that harsh punishment actually deters crime.
M: Maybe not, but certainly if a criminal is behind bars for long stretches at a time, at least he isn't going to commit any crimes for a while. The more time he spends in the pokey, the longer I am safe from his personal deprecations against me.
F: But aren't you the same one who's always complaining about the rising prison costs?

- mollycoddle: spoil (sb) by treating like a baby
- slap one's wrist: give less severe punishment
- stretch: a continuous period of time
- pokey: a jail
- deprecation: an act of cruelty, violence, or destruction
M: Of course I do! Keeping one guy in prison for a year costs 10 times what it would to send him to college! And that comes out of my pocket. First he steals from me, and then the government steals from me again to support him. That's wrong.

F: But you say you want to keep him in prison even longer, so you want to pay even more?

M: No. I want him locked up to keep me safe from him. But he doesn't need any social benefits, prison shouldn't be a country club. And he should be responsible for paying his own costs. If he doesn't have any money or property, put him to work. The whole system can be managed on a break-even basis, or maybe even show a profit.

F: It seems to me that even criminals are human beings. They have some rights. They shouldn't be tortured or starved, or deprived of medical care. Or have their labor exploited so someone else can profit from their work—that sounds like slavery.

M: Then what do you suggest? Encouraging people to break the law in order to improve their standard of living at our expense?
F: Did you ever get a telegram?
M: Only once. I was scared to open it. I was sure it was bad news, like somebody dying or something.
F: What was it?
M: It was a message congratulating me for some good work I'd done. The message was very short and plain, but I'll never forget getting it.
F: That's interesting. I had a similar experience. When I turned 21 a lot of my friends called me, and several of them sent me cards. But I saved the hand-written letters I got and I still read them from time to time.
M: It's amazing how much more important things like this seem if the people who send them take the time to make them personal. It shows that they really care!
F: You're right. A phone call hardly even matters compared to getting an email message, but neither one can hold a candle to an actual letter. And a hand-written note is far more impressive than a mere mass-produced card.
M: And getting a telegram beats them all! It's really very dramatic. But why did you bring up this subject?
F: Well, my birthday's coming up.
M: And you were afraid that I'd just call you up to congratulate you?
F: Well, actually, I was afraid you'd forget it completely!
M: You know better than that.
F: I know, I was just kidding.
M: So, Would you like a telegram sent to you at your office or at home?
F: Why, of course I want to get it in public! If I'm going to get a telegram I want other people to know it!
M: How about a singing telegram? That should raise a few eyebrows!
F: Great! As long as you don't deliver it in person—you can't sing worth a damn.

Questions

1. In addition to “singing telegrams” there are “kissing telegrams” and even “stripping telegrams.” What creative variant services would you like to see implemented?
2. Why do people associate telegrams with bad news?
3. Have you ever sent or received a telegram? What is the advantage of a telegram over regular mail or email?

- raise eyebrows: cause shock or surprise
- not worth a damn: have no value at all
- associate: bring things together in one's mind or imagination; connect
M: That's a terrible-sounding cough.
F: Don't worry, it'll go away as soon as I have a smoke. Can I borrow one of yours?
M: Ummm, I guess so. Here. Wow, your fingers are really yellow, aren't they?
F: I haven't noticed. It must just be this light. Do you have a match?
M: Right here. How did you get these holes in your blouse?
F: Oh, that's just from some ashes that fell on it. But it's an old blouse, I hardly ever wear it anyway. Do you want to see a movie?
M: Sure, why not?
F: Okay, let me brush my teeth first. I sure have a hard time getting rid of all this plaque.
M: I know what you mean. Me too. And I'm always worried about my breath.
F: Don't worry, I can't smell a thing.
M: Good. Don't take too long, though. On the way to the theater I have to stop someplace and get some cigarettes.
F: Good idea, I need some too. But we don't have to hurry—we can't smoke during the movie anyway.
M: No, but if we get tired of sitting still for so long, we can take a break from the flick and light up outside.
F: True. I just hate to miss any part of the movie, though, you know what I mean? I don't see why people can't just smoke in the theater. I would be so much more civilized!
M: I think so too. We could all relax better and make ourselves more at home.

- plaque: a film of mucus and bacteria that forms on the surface of the teeth
- flick: a movie
- civilized: polite or cultured
F: Maybe it has something to do with second-hand smoke.
M: What's that?
F: This is what people who do not smoke themselves inhale from other people's cigarettes. I think I read that it's even more unhealthy than the direct smoke people swallow. But I don't understand why.
M: I don't know, maybe because it's mixed with the carbon dioxide we exhale when we breathe. That's just a guess.
F: But it makes sense.
M: And there's a real simple solution to the problem.
F: Oh? What's that?
M: If second-hand smoke is worse than direct smoke, we can all breathe easier just by becoming smokers ourselves. Then we don't have to worry about the bad effects of second-hand smoke!
F: I always said you were a genius!

Questions

1. What title would you give to this dialogue?
2. What are the hazards of smoking?
3. Does only one person smoke? Which one?

second-hand smoke: smoke exhaled by smokers
make sense: be understandable; be logical
Mysteries in Our Lives

F: Who's Murphy, anyhow?
M: Murphy who?
F: You know. As in "Murphy's Law."
M: Murphy's Law?
F: You don't know Murphy's Law? I thought everyone knew that!
M: I guess I'm not everyone.
F: "If anything can go wrong, it will."
M: Oh, yeah, of course. I knew that. It just slipped my mind.†
F: There's even an addendum‡ to it.
M: Sure. "And at the worst possible time!"
F: Okay, you do know it after all.
M: I said I did, didn't I?
F: Just checking.
M: And, in my experience, it always happens just that way. It's as reliable§ as the Laws of Gravity.
F: You mean Newton's Laws?
M: Obviously.
F: Okay, I know who Newton is—he's the guy that got hit on the head by an apple.

† "It just slipped my mind": I just forgot it.
‡ "addendum": something added
§ "reliable": capable of being relied upon; dependable
M: That's not really true, you know. It's apocryphal. 
F: An old wives' tale.
M: Don't show off your vocabulary. I know what that means.
F: Sorry.
M: But Isaac Newton was a real person nonetheless, and he did formulate the laws of physics that bear his name. But I still want to know who Murphy is.
F: He's just a made-up person, I guess. Murphy is just a common Irish name that is sort of funny to say.
M: So he's pseudographic?
F: Now, who's showing off?

Questions

1. Have you ever been a victim of Murphy's Law? Describe the circumstances.
2. Based on the context, how would you describe the difference between "apocryphal" and "pseudographic"?
3. Do you know the story of Isaac Newton and the apple? Tell us.

- apocryphal: of doubtful authenticity
- An old wives' tale: folk saying or folk story; traditional belief
- bear: carry a name
Openers for Your Discussion!

다음은 1:1 대화나 집단토론에서 자주 쓰이는 표현
(특히 처음 시작할 때의 표현을 중심으로)을
정리해 놓은 것입니다.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) 모르는 사람에게 무엇 인가를 묻기 위해 접근해서 이야기를 걸 때</th>
<th>Pardon me</th>
<th>Excuse me</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sorry</td>
<td>Pardon me for interrupting, but</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May I interrupt for a moment?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2) 집단 토론 중에 갑자기 지적할 문제가 생겨 말씀 끝고 나올 때</th>
<th>Sorry, but</th>
<th>I might add here</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May I add something?</td>
<td>May I say something here?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May I ask a question?</td>
<td>Excuse me for interrupting, but</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'd like to comment on that</td>
<td>I'd like to say something</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have a point here</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3) 원래의 주제로 다시 돌아갈 때</th>
<th>Anyway</th>
<th>In any case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To return to</td>
<td>Returning to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To get back to</td>
<td>Let's get back to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going back to</td>
<td>Where was I?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What were we talking about?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4) 누군가에게 무엇을 물어볼 때</th>
<th>I'd like to know</th>
<th>I'm interested in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell me</td>
<td>Could I ask</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you know</td>
<td>Do you happen to know</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5) 주저하거나 방설 임을 나타낼 때</th>
<th>Well</th>
<th>Look</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Now</td>
<td>You see</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You know</td>
<td>Listen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6) 일의 순서를 나열할 때</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>To begin with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First of all</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondly</td>
<td>Next</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then</td>
<td>After that</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So</td>
<td>So then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before you finish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end</td>
<td>Finally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As the last thing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7) 중요한 점을 부각 시킬 때 | First of all
The most important thing is
| The main thing is
| Primarily
| 8) 중요한 문제점을 지적할 때 | The trouble is
Don't forget that
The awful thing is
| The problem is
| The real problem is
| 9) 늘랄만한 사실을 이야기 할 때 | Do you realize that
Believe it or not
It may sound strange (or funny), but
Strangely enough
| Surprisingly
| You may not believe this, but
| 10) 새로운 사실을 이야기 할 때 | Guess what!
Do you know what?
| I've got news for you!
| You won't believe this, but
| 11) 일반적인 사실을 이야기 할 때 | Generally
As a rule
usually
On the average
| By and large
| Normally
| Typically
| 12) 상대방에게 줄갑지 않은 사실을 이야기 할 때 | Actually
To tell the truth
To be blunt
| But frankly
| To be honest
| 13) 현실적인 이야기를 하기 할 때 | To be honest with you
Now be realistic
| Let's face it
| 14) 이야기의 주제를 바꿀 때 | Speaking of
By the way
I just thought of something
| That reminds me
| Before I forget
| 15) 자기의견을 이야기 할 때 | I think
In my opinion
I personally think
I suspect
I'm almost positive
| I imagine
| In my estimation
| To my mind
| I'm pretty sure
| I have reason to believe
| 16) 자기확신을 이야기 할 때 | I strongly believe
I'm convinced
Without a doubt
| I'm positive
| Undoubtedly
<p>|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17) 개인적인 상황을 이야기 할때</th>
<th>In my case</th>
<th>What I'm concerned with is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personally, I'm more interested in</td>
<td>For my own part</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) 소문 따위의 비밀스런 이야기를 하고자 할때</td>
<td>I've heard</td>
<td>They say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just between you and me</td>
<td>Rumor has it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I hear they say</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) 어떤 제안을 하고자 할때</td>
<td>Why don't you</td>
<td>I suggest you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I were you, I would</td>
<td>Why not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perhaps you could</td>
<td>How about</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try</td>
<td>I have an idea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May I make a suggestion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) 어떤 계획에 대하여 이야기 하고자 할때</td>
<td>I'm planning to</td>
<td>What I'm planning to do is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our plan is to</td>
<td>We are thinking of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What we have in mind is</td>
<td>Our scheme is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What we plan to do is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) 어떤 특정한 포인터에 대하여 설명하고자 할때</td>
<td>Regarding</td>
<td>Concerning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As far as (something) is concerned</td>
<td>As far as that goes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where (something) is concerned</td>
<td>In that instance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When it comes to (something)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In that respect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On that point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) 특정한 상황에 대해 의견을 말할때</td>
<td>In a case like this</td>
<td>In this case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a situation like this</td>
<td>In such a situation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this type of situation</td>
<td>In this instance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) 어떤 특정한 포인트를 강조할때</td>
<td>That's just the point</td>
<td>But the question is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But the point is</td>
<td>But the real question is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This raises a problem</td>
<td>This raises a question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But the problem with that is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) 특징한 포인트를 추가할때</td>
<td>Also</td>
<td>And another thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In addition</td>
<td>What's more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In other respect</td>
<td>I might add</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perhaps I should mention</td>
<td>I almost forgot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not to mention the fact that</td>
<td>Plus the fact that</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not only that, but</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) 이유를 설명할때</td>
<td>The reason why</td>
<td>The main reason why</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owing to</td>
<td>Due to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because</td>
<td>Because of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Since</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 26) 제시된 이유에 | For this reason | On account of this  |
| 대한 부연설명을  | Owing to this  | Because of this     |
| 할때             | This is why    | This is the reason why |
|                  | That's why     | That's the reason why |
|                  | Therefore      | So                  |
|                  | As a result    | Consequently        |
|                  | Thus           |                     |

| 27) 즉각적인 대답 보 | Well, uhm      | Well, let's see     |
| 다는 약간 망설임을  | Let's put it this way | I'll have to think about that |
| 나타낼때         |                  |                     |

| 28) 자기 자신의 의견 | What I mean is  | What I meant was   |
| 또는 의미를 분명히 할때 | What I'm saying is | What I'm trying to say is |
|                      | Don't get me wrong |                     |
|                      | Don't misunderstand me (on this point) |                     |
|                      | Let me put it another way | That's not what I said |
|                      | What I really said |                     |
|                      | You must have misunderstood me |                     |
|                      | Let's get this straight, I said |                     |

| 29) 무엇인가를 거절할때 | I don't care for | I can't stand |
|                      | I'm not going to | This isn't my idea of |
|                      | I don't like    | I can't take     |
|                      | What I can't stand is |                     |
|                      | I'm not really interested in | I'm not worried about |
|                      | I don't need    | I have no use for |
|                      | I don't have the time to | I'm not concerned with |
|                      | I'm perfectly satisfied with |                     |
|                      | I'd prefer      | I'd rather       |

| 30) 질문하고 무엇인가를 제안할때 | I wonder why | Do you really think (or believe) |
|                               | Are you serious when you say | Isn't it true that |
|                               | Why do you                 | Do you mean to say |

| 31) 네, 이에 대해 할 때 | Yes, about this |                |
|                      | Yes, about that  |                |
|                      | Yes, about the |                |
|                      | Yes, about it   |                |
|                      | Yes, about the idea |                |
|                      | Yes, about the idea of |                |
|                      | Yes, about the |                |
|                      | Yes, about the idea of |                |
|                      | Yes, about the |                |
|                      | Yes, about the idea of |                |
|                      | Yes, about the |                |
|                      | Yes, about the idea of |                |
|                      | Yes, about the |                |

<p>| 32) 넌, 이에 대해 할 때 | No, about this  |                |
|                      | No, about that  |                |
|                      | No, about the |                |
|                      | No, about it   |                |
|                      | No, about the |                |
|                      | No, about the idea |                |
|                      | No, about the idea of |                |
|                      | No, about the |                |
|                      | No, about the idea of |                |
|                      | No, about the |                |
|                      | No, about the idea of |                |
|                      | No, about the |                |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>31) 설명을 요구할 때</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don't you think (or say, or agree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wouldn't it be a good idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wonder if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you explain why</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't understand why</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why is it that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you mean by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you have in mind (with)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32) 어떤 계획에 대해 유보적인 입장을 취할 때</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I doubt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't know if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sure, but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'd love to, but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That may be so, but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't see advantage in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What I'm concerned about is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What bothers me is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One drawback is</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>33) 어떤 점을 고려하려고 할 때</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Considering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you remember</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing for the fact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>34) 다른 대안이 없어 굴복할 때</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If there's no other way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If that's so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well, under those circumstances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>35) 빈도 (Frequency)를 나타낼 때</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinarily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Again and again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From time to time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 36) 예외를 지적할 때 | There are exceptions, of course
One should mention, of course
An exception to that is, of course
This does not include
Except that
But what about
With the exception of (that)
One exception is
But think of
|
| 37) 예를 들고자 할 때 | For example
Take for example
For one thing
To illustrate my point
As an illustration
For instance
A classic example of this is
To give you an idea
Just as an example
|
| 38) 요약 및 결론을 이야기 할 때 | To make a long story short
So you see
So
In the end
To sum up
Summing up
To put it in a nutshell
In brief
So in short
So finally
All in all
To conclude
To summarize
To put it into a few words
In a nutshell
|
| 39) 동의를 나타낼 때 | That's right
Okay
Yes
I agree (with you)
That's true
I guess so
Right
Correct
Exactly
You're right
I know
That's just what I was thinking.
That's exactly what I was thinking.
I couldn't agree with you more.
That's exactly what I think.
My feelings exactly.
You can say that again.
I see your point.
|
| 40) 반대를 나타낼 때 | That's ridiculous
Aw, come on!
What!
Are you kidding?
What do you mean?
| 41) 불행한 사건에 대해 반응할때 | I don't believe it | No, definitely not |
|                            | Are you pulling my leg? | That doesn't fit. |
|                            | I disagree            | I don't agree    |
|                            | I don't think so      | I don't think that's fair |
|                            | I'm not sure          | I hate to disagree with you, but |
|                            | Oh no                | That's too bad   |
|                            | What a pity          | What a shame     |
|                            | What a nuisance      | Poor you         |
|                            | How awful            | How terrible     |
|                            | That must have been awful |               |
|                            | Oh, my God           | I'm sorry to hear that |

| 42) 예상했던(당연한) 불행한 결과에 대해 반응할때 | It's your own fault | Someday you'll learn |
|                                             | That'll teach you   | Serves you right   |
|                                             | What else did you expect? |                |

| 43) 상대방의 말에 흥미를 보일때 | Right | Okay |
|                               | Yeah  | Yes? |
|                               | And?  | Well? |
|                               | Really? | And then? |
|                               | And so? | Mh-hmm |
|                               | Uh-huh |        |

| 44) 반복을 요청할때 | Pardon me? | I beg your pardon? |
|                  | Could you say that again? |           |
|                  | Would you repeat that, please? |       |
|                  | Sorry?                 |         |

|                  | Would you mind repeating that? | You lost me there |
|                  | I didn't catch that last part. | What's that again? |
|                  | Sorry, I don't follow you. | I'm lost. |
|                  | I didn't get that. |        |

| 45) 전화상에서 상대방에게 반복을 요청할때 | Sorry, what did you say? | Pardon? |
|                                         | I'm sorry I didn't understand that. |        |
|                                         | Do you mind repeating that? |        |
|                                         | Can you repeat that for me, please? |       |
|                                         | Sorry? |         |
| 46) 상대방의 이해정도를 확인할 때 | Are you following me?  
Is that clear?  
Are you coming along fine?  
Got it? | Are you with me?  
Okay so far?  
Do you understand so far?  
Right? |
|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| 47) 상대방의 칭찬에 대한 답을 할 때 | Oh, thank you  
Kind of you to say that  
Do you really think so?  
I'm flattered.  
That's nice to hear | Oh, thanks  
That's very kind of you  
Thanks, I needed that.  
Oh, I'm glad you think so. |
| 48) 대이상 이야기할 시간이 없을 때 | Sorry, I've got to go  
I must be going  
I hope you don't mind, but | I have to run  
Would you excuse me, please? |
| 49) 전화한 사람이 끊을라고 할 때 | I'd better let you go  
I know you are busy, so I'll let you go  
It's been good talking to you | Thanks for your time |
| 50) 전화 받은 사람이 끊을라고 할 때 | Well, thanks for calling  
I'm afraid I don't have time to talk  
I appreciate your calling |